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Abstract

The research reported here characterizes ultrasonic 
ranging sensors for eventual use in semi-autonomous naviga
tion of underground mine mobile equipment. Because ultra
sonic rangers are inexpensive, have no moving parts, have no 
lenses to clean, are small and unobtrusive, and can measure 
distances in dusty environments, they are especially suited 
to underground mine environments.

The investigation began with laboratory tests of field 
of view, angle of incidence, intersensor variation, and 
ranging accuracy of individual rangers and a ring array of 
24 sensors. The results showed the sensors have good accura
cy and low variability. Additional experiments at AMAX1s 
Henderson mine showed the sensors could accurately and 
reliably measure mine navigation features such as straight 
ribs, convex corners, concave corners, and drift intersec
tions .

While the Polaroid Instrument Grade Transducers used in 
these tests were not durable enough for continuous exposure 
under typical mine conditions, there are ultrasonic rangers 
available from companies such as Milltronics that can endure 
this environment.

The results of these experimental studies show that
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ultrasonic ranger data may be used reliably for underground 
mobile equipment navigation. However, when the data is 
analyzed incorrectly, the sensors do not provide the antici
pated information. Therefore, this report explains the 
basics of autonomous vehicle operation, principles of ultra
sonic range measurement, ranger strengths and weaknesses, 
and proper sensor use and data analysis.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

Vehicle technology has been progressing from manual 
operation through increasing levels of automation. One goal 
of vehicle research is to design fully automatic vehicles, 
removing the operator from the machine. Figure 1 shows 
some of the levels of vehicle automation. Remote control of 
a vehicle requires only low levels of artificial intelli
gence, while autonomous vehicles require much higher levels, 
and much more sensor input.

Vehicle Technology

Increasing 

Computer Control
Manual Operation 

Remote Control
xl'

Automatic Guided Vehicles
vi'

Tele—Operation
nI'

Semi—Autonomous Vehicles 

Autonomous Vehicles

Figure 1: Levels of vehicle automation
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Automatic guided vehicles (AGV's), which have been used 
in factories and warehouses for years, have used path find
ing systems such as wire-line, paint stripe, and wall fol
lowing. The vehicle follows a signal from a buried loop of 
wire in wire-line following systems, and the optical signal 
from a brightly colored line in paint stripe following.
Wall following requires a highly structured environment. 
Sensors tell the machine how far it is from the wall, and it 
merely follows the wall for path guidance. Systems have 
also been developed that use lasers to triangulate on known 
targets and then plot the vehicle's location on a digital 
map of the work area.

Likewise, autonomous vehicle guidance requires some 
kind of sensor data to relate the vehicle's path to the 
desired trajectory and to identify obstacles that the vehi
cle must avoid. This is normally going to have to be a more 
complex system than that used for AGV's. The environment in 
an underground mine is usually much more structured than 
surface environments, so the complexity is somewhat reduced.

Mines are usually well known and well surveyed environ
ments [Strickland and King, 1990], consequently, sensor 
data can be made available to relate a vehicle's path and 
position to detailed digital maps of mine features. Appro
priate features to identify a vehicle's location are those
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present in the mine ribs : convex corners, concave corners, 
intersections, and roughly linear planes. Obstacles to be 
identified might include equipment, roof and rib falls, or 
persons. The problem is to find a reliable and suitable 
sensor, or array of sensors, that can locate the machine in 
relation to a wide range of objects using either range data 
or other information.

Several imaging sensors like scanning laser rangers, 
millimeter microwave, stereo vision, and swept focus video 
can accomplish this task; however, their purchase cost, 
maintainability, reliability, and computing power require
ments make them difficult to apply in the mining environ
ment. Some sensor systems, such as lasers and microwaves, 
are not readily accepted by work forces because of suspected 
health hazards. Lasers, for example, can present a hazard 
to vision.

Ultrasonic rangers are an attractive alternative be
cause of their simplicity, durability, low cost, and accept
ance by the people working with them. An initial demonstra
tion using ultrasonic rangers to guide Carnegie Mellon1s 
Terregator mobile robot through an underground mine was 
successful [Oppenheim and Whittaker, 1985], and showed they 
have promise in the mine environment. However, they have 
not been characterized carefully for underground mining
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mobile equipment guidance. These sensors have, however, 
been used widely for bin level monitoring, and underwater 
sonar use has been well studied. Ultrasonic rangers have 
also been used frequently to assist in the guidance of 
laboratory mobile robots.

Problem Statement
A simple and inexpensive sensor system needs to be 

identified to reliably locate a vehicle, guide it through a 
mine environment, and recognize obstacles. Mine operators 
would be much more receptive to an automatic vehicle with a 
sensor system that is understandable, reliable, and easy to 
maintain.

Background
The mining industry has gone through many changes in 

the last several decades. Since the 1940's, declining ore 
grades, the need for a safer work environment, and high pay 
rates for miners have led mine operators to improve condi
tions and productivity by increasing mechanization.

Recession in the 1980's forced large reductions in 
mine work forces. New and more complex equipment was 
brought into the mines to improve productivity. But, as the 
complexity of the equipment has increased, the human opera
tors have become a limitation to economic operation and
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utilization.
A logical step to overcome this problem has been to 

shift from mine mechanization to mine automation. Machines 
with automatic, intelligent controls may be used to work 
repetitive and/or dangerous jobs. Once these autonomous 
machines have proven themselves, future mining operations 
will rely this mining equipment that intelligently perceives 
its environment, understands its task, and overcomes obsta
cles to complete that task.

These machines will not need an artificially created 
environment to support humans, so development costs can be 
reduced. Automation takes the human factors of fatigue, 
carelessness, and boredom out of machine operations. While 
machines may never replace human operators in skills such as 
analysis, intuition, and imagination, they can reduce opera
tor exposure to hazardous or monotonous work. These ma
chines will most likely be similar to mining equipment now 
in operation.

Scope
The research reported in this thesis attempts to deter

mine whether ultrasonic range data can meet the navigation 
requirements of an autonomous mining vehicle by clearly 
identifying mine features such as linear ribs, convex cor
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ners, and concave corners. Secondly, can the range data be 
used to effectively navigate an autonomous vehicle, such as 
a load-haul-dump (LHD) unit, through an underground mine?
The principles of ultrasonic range measurement are examined, 
and some possible methods of sensor use and data analysis 
are proposed.

The equipment used for most of these experiments in
cluded an array of 24 Polaroid ultrasonic rangers mounted at 
15 degree intervals around a 27 inch fiberglass ring (made 
by Denning Mobile Robotics), interfaced with a personal 
computer for data collection and storage.

The experimental procedures described here were de
signed to test the ability of ultrasonic rangers to identify 
and define the common navigation features found in an under
ground mine. The transducers were first laboratory tested 
to establish operating characteristics such as field of view 
and ranging accuracy before underground tests began.

The underground tests were designed to evaluate the 
ability of the sensors to delineate normal mine features 
such as corners, intersections, and ribs. Experimental data 
was collected at AMAX1s Henderson Mine in Empire, Colorado. 
The rib was first surveyed using standard techniques, then 
range data was collected. The range data was analyzed using 
graphical techniques to compare it to the rib outline as
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surveyed.
Tests of sensor durability were made on actual under

ground production load-haul-dump units. Laboratory experi
ments were made on faceplates to increase the durability of 
the sensors.

The results of these experiments were then combined 
with information from other researchers to establish guide
lines for proper use of the rangers, and suitable methods 
for data analysis.

Results
This study showed ultrasonic ranging is a valid method 

for autonomous machine navigation. Ultrasonic range data 
can accurately and reliably depict the mine environment for 
autonomous vehicle guidance. The rangers outlined convex 
and concave corners, ribs, and intersections, and had good 
accuracy and low variability. The rock and shotcrete sur
faces in the underground mine normally cause a diffuse echo, 
so the sound wave is seldom reflected away from the sensor. 
Accurate range readings were obtained up to a 600 angle of 
incidence with the dry rock surface.

A thorough knowledge of the task the ultrasonic range 
sensor is to perform, as well as the transducer's individual 
characteristics, is important. When used incorrectly, the 
rangers do not provide reliable data. Sensor dimensions and
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operating frequency affect the field of view and maximum 
range. The transducer's field of view should be considered 
when analyzing range data. The ambient air temperature 
affects the speed of sound and can introduce inaccuracies to 
the range readings. However, atmospheric pressure and 
humidity have little effect on range readings.
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review

The Robotic Industries Association [Jablonowski and 
Posey, 1985] defines a robot as "a reprogrammable, multi
functional manipulator designed to move material, parts, 
tools, or specialized devices through variable programmed 
motions for the performance of a variety of tasks." Mobili
ty and intelligent decision making are not considered.

Perhaps a better definition of a robot was made by Dr. 
Rodney Brooks of MIT [King, 1989] when he explained that 
"robotics is the intelligent connection between perception 
and action." In other words, a robot can be described as a 
reprogrammable, multifunctional machine designed to intelli
gently connect perception of its environment and knowledge 
of its task to the actions needed to carry out that task.

In the mining industry, fully automated machines, or 
robots, must be able to intelligently perceive their envi
ronment since it is constantly changing. The mine is always 
being altered by drift or stope development and ore extrac
tion, so tasks are seldom continuous and repetitive. Auto
mated mining systems should be able to sense these changes 
and intelligently adapt to them with as little outside 
control as possible. Sensors and actuators operate the
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machine. On-board computers take in the sensor data, ana
lyze it, and issue commands to the actuators, allowing the 
machine to operate with minimal outside control, or autono
mously. The future of mining most probably lies in autono
mous operation of vehicles such as LHD1s.

Development of mining robots that have the sensing and 
reasoning capabilities to replace experienced human opera
tors is difficult and expensive. Therefore, researchers 
have focused their efforts on the most promising applica
tions that will produce the greatest gains in productivity 
and safety, at the lowest cost and in the shortest time 
[King, 1988].

Autonomous Vehicle Research
Research on autonomous mining machines and transport 

vehicles usually is too costly for mining companies. Most 
development of autonomous robots has been carried out in the 
defense and aerospace industries. Several experimental 
vehicles have been developed, but practical, industrial 
applications have yet to be made.

Hennessey and King [1987] describe the operation of the 
Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV), research sponsored by the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and con
tracted through the Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories
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and Martin Marietta Information and Communications Systems 
in Denver, Colorado. The ALV is an 8 wheeled, diesel pow
ered, skid steered vehicle that is able to negotiate asphalt 
roads and cross country using on-board and remote computers.

Color video, a scanning laser ranger, and a gyrocompass 
allow the machine to perceive its environment and locate 
itself. On- and off-board computers analyze the data from 
the sensors and make decisions on obstacle locations and 
safe navigation paths. The ALV can operate at speeds of up 
to 25 kph on road and 10 kph off road.

FMC has developed a mobile robot test-bed for DARPA's 
Advanced Ground Vehicle Technology (AGVT) program [McTama- 
ney, 1987]. There, a modified M113 armored personnel carri
er uses seven color video cameras, a 9.6 kHz sonic imaging 
sensor, a forward looking infrared sensor, a dynamic 
pitch/roll sensor, and an inertial navigation system. These 
sensors give the machine enough information for location and 
environment analysis.

Development of the Ground Surveillance Robot (GSR) is 
described by Harmon [1987]. The GSR is a modified M114 
armored personnel carrier developed for autonomous or remote 
operation by the Naval Ocean Systems Center, the Marine 
Corps, and Robot Intelligence International. It uses satel
lite location and dead reckoning for position sensing, a
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laser range finder and a high resolution black and white 
video camera for terrain modeling., and ultrasonic rangers 
for obstacle detection.

Carnegie Mellon University has developed several auton
omous mobile robots. One, the NAVLAB system, is being 
implemented on a commercial light truck chassis. NAVLAB is 
designed to be completely self contained. Sensors include 
an inertial guidance system, stereo color video cameras, and 
ultrasonic range finders [Shafer, et al, 1987]. NAVLAB has 
successfully navigated sidewalks and curved roads, but does 
not yet have cross-country capabilities [King, 1989].

The NAVLAB system evolved from an earlier mobile robot 
called the Terregator. Terregator is a six wheel, skid- 
steer testbed for autonomous vehicle operation, and was 
designed to be capable of operation in a mine environment. 
The machine was used to successfully test sonar sensing and 
map building in an underground coal mine [Oppenheim and 
Whittaker, 1985].

Ultrasonic Range Sensors
The use of sonar sensors for machine guidance is quite 

common, especially in smaller, laboratory or sentry type 
autonomous mobile robots. These sensors are attractive 
because of their low cost, simple construction, and high 
reliability, and should be appropriate to many different
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vehicles. Machines such as Robart [Everett, 1985], Hermies 
IIB and III [Burks, et al, 1987 ; Manges, et al, 1989], 
Neptune [Moravec and Elfes, 1985],and the Stanford Mobile 
Robot (MARS) [Kriegman, et al, 1987], all use ultrasonic 
sensors for range information.

Everett [1987] makes a thorough review of ranging 
sensors for mobile robots. He states that "the performance 
of ultrasonic ranging sensors is significantly affected by 
environmental phenomenon and sensor design characteristics. 
He finds the chief problem with ultrasonic ranging to be the 
attenuation of the sound energy over distance. He summa
rizes, though, by calling ultrasonic ranging a "powerful and 
practical method of range determination for selected appli
cations . "

Elfes [1987] describes a navigation technique using 
ultrasonic range data. He classifies the range finder's 
conical field of view as either occupied or probably empty. 
If subsequent range readings continue to give the same 
information, the confidence in that region's condition 
improves. The robot develops an occupancy map of its sur
roundings as it operates. No previously developed map is 
needed. The occupancy map starts with a two dimensional 
grid laid out around the machine. Occupied regions are 
identified on the grid map, along with the probability that
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the reading is correct.
Drumheller [1987] describes a sonar, or ultrasonic 

range, mapping method that matches range data to a known 
digital region map in an attempt to determine a mobile 
robot's position and orientation. This is very much similar 
to the situation in an underground mine ; the layout of the 
mine is accurately known from surveys. Ultrasonic range 
data might be used to map a region, giving the robot, or 
autonomous vehicle, enough information to identify its loca
tion in comparison to a digital map.

Kuc and Siegel [1986] developed a sonar navigation 
concept that separates basic features into three categories: 
Corner, edge, and wall. Once these navigation landmarks are 
recognized, they can be compared to the robot's on-board, 
computerized map, and the machine can identify its position 
with a good degree of accuracy.

Mining Applications
The application of automatic guidance and operation to 

rubber tired, underground mining equipment has been limited. 
Kallio [1988] feels that full automation of load-haul-dump 
units (LHD's) is impossible because "the loading operation 
requires such a level of human deliberation that no computer 
would be capable of handling (it)."
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Amdahl and Lundstrom [1972] discuss automatic operation 
of an articulated 6 ton dump truck at Boliden1 s Rudtjebâcken 
mine in Sweden. The truck was guided over a fixed 500 foot 
path by signals from a wire-line buried in the floor. No 
external sensing of the environment was used. The original 
machine operated successfully in underground mine production 
for over a year.

Vagenas [1988] describes an automated LHD system that 
uses automatic wireline guidance and automatic dumping. 
However, operators in remote stations control the loading 
process using teleoperation aided by video cameras.

Granholm, et al [1988], and Saint-Amant, et al [1988], 
describe the application of industrial robotics and automat
ically guided vehicle (AGV) technology to the mining indus
try. They explain the various navigation techniques avail
able for LHD guidance, but lean toward painted line, optical 
guidance. On-board, computer controlled guidance using 
range sensors is thought to require an "upgrading of current 
computers" compatible with the speed and mass of current 
LHD's.

Toro [Laurila, 1989] is developing an LHD that operates 
under supervised automation. The machine uses wire-line 
guidance for automatic path finding. On-board video cameras 
allow an operator at a remote station to handle the loading
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operations or monitor automatic tramming. Currently, no 
sensors have been added for obstacle detection.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines is conducting research in 
several areas to develop robotics and autonomous operation 
technologies for the mining industry. Sensors and algo
rithms for navigation and obstacle detection are among areas 
of research.

Studies are being made on laser-based angular position
ing for a continuous miner during maneuvers required at the 
face [Anderson, 1988]. Laser scanners report the angular 
location of reflective targets on the miner. The scanners 
are mounted on a fixed structure at the face, so their 
position is accurately known. Equipment such as this could 
be of value when the position of a vehicle must be accurate
ly established, such as when dumping a load of muck.

Sammarco [1988] describes an on-board navigation system 
for a continuous miner that uses multiple sensors to deter
mine pitch, yaw, and heading. The system would be used with 
the laser location system described by Anderson to control 
the position of the miner at the face. A gyroscope is used 
for short term heading, while fluxgate compasses give the 
machine's heading with respect to magnetic north, and cli
nometers give pitch and roll information.

King [1989] states that two of the major components for
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mining robot design are environmental perception and loca
tion perception. He feels that ultrasonic ranging sensors 
are appropriate for perception of the underground mine 
environment because "the equipment travels in well known 
areas and the ultrasonic ranger can locate the machine 
relative to features on an on-board map."

If ultrasonic ranging can effectively define under
ground mine features in an environment of varying tempera
tures , dust, humidity, and vibration, than these simple 
sensors can be used to help guide autonomous, robotic mining 
equipment. Development of the fully autonomous load-haul- 
dump vehicle described in this thesis can be achieved by 
integrating technologies from the various, well funded, 
autonomous vehicle research programs and adapting them to 
the mine environment.
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Chapter 3
Proposed Guidance of a Semi-Autonomous LHD

As was stated in the introduction, vehicle technology 
has progressed from normal, manual operation, to increasing
ly sophisticated remote control and automatic operation. 
Remote control was the first step in the development of this 
technology. The operator has been removed from the vehicle 
in many cases, and given controls to operate the vehicle 
from a remote location. The controls are very similar to 
the original vehicle controls, and there is little or no 
sensor feedback to the operator.

Tele-operation gives the operator more sensor feedback, 
as well as computer assistance for his remote operation. 
Semi-autonomous operation turns nearly all control over to 
computers, and requires a great deal more sensor input and 
complex control systems. The operation of the machine, 
however, is still supervised by an operator in a remote 
location. He can intervene in the machine's operation at 
any time, or assist it when difficulties are encountered. 
Fully autonomous operation reduces outside supervision of 
the machine to a minimum. Operation and decision making are 
handled by computers.

This thesis examines the ability of ultrasonic rangers
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to meet the navigation and obstacle detection requirements 
for semi-autonomous operation of a Caterpillar-814, 5 cubic 
yard, diesel powered, load-haul-dump unit (LHD) at AMAX's 
Henderson Mine in Empire, Colorado (figures A2.1 and A2.2).

This specific application was chosen so the sensor 
needs of an underground machine could be more clearly iden
tified. The ultrasonic rangers described, however, should 
be applicable to any underground autonomous or semi-autono- 
mous vehicle. Appendix 2 has a more thorough examination of 
the semi-autonomous LHD and its operation.

The Henderson Mine
The Henderson Mine is a large scale, underground, 

continuous panel (modified block) caving operation producing 
about 35,000 tons of molybdenum ore per day. Diesel powered 
load-haul-dump units are used to transport development and 
production muck to orepasses. From the orepasses, it is 
transferred to the main rail haulage level for shipment to 
the mill. The drift size in the mine varies from 12 x 12 
feet for undercut drifts and ramps to a maximum of 17 x 17 
feet for some ventilation drifts. Further information on 
the Henderson Mine can be found in The Underground Mining 
Methods Handbook [Doepken, 1982].
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Load-Haul-Dumps
LHD's are front end loaders that have been modified for 

the rugged conditions normally found in underground mines. 
The latest LHD's designed to replace the Cat 814's cost over 
US$300,000. These machines are rubber tired vehicles with 
articulated frames for quick steering and high maneuverabil
ity. The mucking is usually a repetitive operation, with 
trams of a few feet to several thousand feet. Utilization 
of these expensive loaders is limited to a maximum of 6.5 
hours per shift because of operator travel time and lunch 
breaks. Actual production hours are much lower since opera
tors need to take breaks from the boredom and fatigue of 
continuous operation. Therefore, automation of these ma
chines can be a great economic advantage to mine operators.

Wall Following Guidance System
There are several choices, as already described, for 

guidance of an autonomous machine such as the LHD. Wire- 
line guidance and paint stripe guidance have been popular 
choices [Granholm, et al, 1988, Laurila, 1989, Vagenas,
1988]. System flexibility is an important consideration in 
the constantly changing conditions found underground. Both 
wire-line and paint stripe systems are difficult to relocate 
and maintain.
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Therefore, the choice, in this case, was to design for 
a wall following guidance system, combining ultrasonic range 
data with information from a digital map of the mine.
An autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicle traversing a mine 
also needs range data to determine if any hazardous obsta
cles are in close proximity.

Summary
Semi-autonomous operation of an LHD should greatly 

improve productivity. Wall following provides a flexible 
and easy to maintain guidance system. Ultrasonic rangers 
should be useful for most of the ranging functions required 
by a semi-autonomous vehicle. They provide simple data that 
is easy to analyze. However, the principles of ultrasonic 
ranging and sensor design are important to understanding 
their use, and will be discussed in Chapter 4. Further 
discussion of the application of ultrasonic rangers to an 
autonomous or semi-autonomous LHD can be found in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Principles of Ultrasonic Range Measurement

Ultrasound is normally considered to be sound at fre
quencies above the range of human hearing. The use of sound 
for sonar ranging was developed in Europe just after World 
War I [Everett, 1987], and was further refined during World 
War II. Underwater sonar ranging generally uses sound in 
the audio frequency range, the frequencies in the normal 
hearing range, but atmospheric ranging has usually been done 
with ultrasonic frequencies. Development of ultrasonic 
ranging devices was initially hampered by the lack of elec
tronic components. The introduction of microprocessors made 
the technology much more attractive in the 1970's.

Ultrasonic rangers, or transducers, convert electrical 
energy into sound energy, then change to microphones and 
convert sound waves that return to the transducer back into 
electrical energy. Two types of transducers are commonly 
used for ranging in air: electrostatic and piezoelectric. A 
piezoelectric transducer impresses an AC voltage on a crys
tal, which begins to vibrate and, thus, transmits a sonic 
pulse. However, while peizoelectric transducers couple very 
well to solids and liquids, they transmit only a small
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percentage of their energy to air.
Electrostatic transducers operate by causing a metallic 

coated plastic film to vibrate at the same frequency as an 
applied voltage. They couple well to air because they have 
a large displacement amplitude, which is needed to couple 
efficiently to low-density mediums having high compressibil
ity [Campbell, 1986].

Ultrasonic rangers transmit short bursts of high fre
quency sound energy, commonly in the 13 to 60 kHz frequency 
range. The transmitted sound waves travel to an object, are 
reflected, and travel back to the sensor. Consequently, the 
distance can be calculated from the round trip time (time of 
flight) and the velocity of sound as shown in the following 
equation.

R = (Va)(t/2) where:

R = range (ft),
Va = velocity of sound (ft/s), 
t = round trip time (s).

The transducer vibrates after the transmit wave has 
been sent out. This vibration can cause false range read
ings. To overcome this, Polaroid, and most other manufac
turers, have introduced a "blanking range". During this 
time, the transducer is turned off and will not read any
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return signals. This blanking range is 0.0 to 0.9 feet for 
the Polaroid transducers used in these experiments.

The pulse rate of a transducer should be based on the 
range that is being read. The longer the range to be read, 
the longer the transducer must remain in the receive mode 
waiting for an echo, and the longer the delay must be be
tween transmit pulses.

Velocity of Sound
The velocity of sound at 20°C is 1125 ft/s (343 .2 m/s). 

Biber, et al, [1980] report that it changes only 0.35% over 
the maximum humidity change at 20°C and is virtually inde
pendent of pressure and elevation changes. The effect of 
humidity is also slight, though measurable [Pierce, 1981]. 
However, temperature variation has a significant effect: 7% 
from 0 - 40°C, as described in the following equation :

Va = V0 (sqrt(T/273)) where:

Va = velocity of sound in air (ft/s),
VQ = velocity of sound at 0°C (1,087.6 ft/s), and 
T = temperature (°K = °C + 273).

Ambient temperature sensors can be used to correct 
range data when temperatures vary significantly. Where 
ranging more accurate than 0.175% per degree Celsius is 
required, the actual speed of the sound wave can be measured 
over a known distance, and used to adjust the calculated
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range [Chande and Sharma, 1984].

Field of View
An ultrasonic transducer can be treated as a plane, 

circular piston set in an infinite baffle. That is, the 
transducer consists of a plane surface that, at rest, lies 
flush with an acoustically hard wall. In operation it 
vibrates perpendicular to its surface and with constant 
velocity over its entire surface [Meyer and Neuman, 1972].

The acoustic field close to the transducer is very 
complicated [Kinsler, et al, 1982]. However, in the far 
field, at a distance greater than D2/(2*lambda) the expan
sion of the acoustic beam depends entirely on transducer 
diameter and wavelength as shown in the following equation 
[Brown, 1985]:

theta = 1.22 (lambda/D) where:

theta = FOV angle in radians, 
lambda = wavelength, and

D = transducer diameter.

Thus, the field of view (FOV) can be adjusted by chang
ing the transmitted wavelength or the diameter of the sen
sor. Lower frequencies and larger diameter transducers can 
transmit longer distances with narrow beam angles. An ST- 
100 peizoelectric ranger made by Milltronics was tested and
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able to measure ranges up to 200 feet with a FOV of 5.5 
degrees. The sensor had a diameter of 14 inches and operat
ed at a frequency of 13 kHz.

The beam width is normally measured in terms of the 
decibel drop in the pressure field radiated by the transduc
er. Various authors [Kinsler, et al, 1982] have defined the 
beam width as the point where there is a 3 dB drop ; others 
have used a 6 dB drop. However, in this report the FOV 
angle is defined as the area within which an object with 
certain surface characteristics can be seen by the ranger.

The sound energy radiation pattern from a transducer 
has many side lobes when the transducer's radius is large in 
comparison to the transmitted wavelength [Kinsler, et al, 
1982]. The Polaroid ranger, with a 0.75 inch radius and a 
wavelength of 0.27 inches, produces a three lobe pattern.
In this research, the major, on-axis lobe is represented 
with the conical envelope shown in Figure 2.

The sonar ray (vector OE in Figure 3) is used to gener
ate the data comparison maps for this report. The angle of 
incidence is the angle (I) between a perpendicular line to 
the target surface and the sonar ray as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2 : Polaroid sound energy radiation pattern at
50 kHz [after Polaroid, 1982]
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Figure 3: Ultrasonic sensor ideal field of view.
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Transducer

I « Angle o f incidence 

R = Angle o f Reflection

Reflection from  specular su rface

Figure 4 : Angle of incidence

Attenuation
Because the transmitted ultrasonic energy travels in a 

spherical wave and is spread over an increasingly large area 
the farther it travels from the sensor, signal power de
creases as 1/d2 where d is the distance traveled [Biber, et 
al, 1980]. The reflected signal, since it travels the same 
distance back to the sensor, is again reduced by a factor of 
1/d2. In addition, there are viscous losses and heat con
duction losses (classical absorption), and losses associated 
with molecular exchange of energy that cause an exponential 
loss in signal strength.

Viscous losses occur during the expansion and compres-
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sion of the air as the sound wave travels, and are similar 
to friction losses [Kinsler, et al, 1982]. Heat conduction 
losses result from the temperature variations caused by the 
sound wave. Heat is conducted from the regions of higher 
temperature (the sound wave) to those of lower temperature 
(the atmosphere). Molecular losses occur during the colli
sion of gas molecules as the sound wave travels. Energy is 
transferred from the sound wave to the internal structure of 
the molecule [Bass, et al, 1984].

Thus, the power of a sound wave transmitted in the 
atmosphere dissipates rapidly with distance according to the 
following equation [Biber, et al, 1980]:

Pr =((e”2ad)/d4)*Pt where :

Pr = power of received signal,
Pt = power of transmitted signal,
a = absorption coefficient (atmospheric 

absorption per unit distance), and 
d = distance from the source.

Surface Characteristics
In addition to attenuation, the characteristics of the 

reflecting surface have a significant effect on the return
signal. Some very smooth surfaces such as polished metal,
water, and sometimes, a rock surface with water on it, 
reflect the sound without significant scattering. This
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reflectivity causes problems if the angle of incidence is 
large, that is, if angle I in Figure 4 is not close to 0.
At large angles the sensor may not lie in the path of the 
reflected sound wave. The result might be that such a small 
amount of sound is reflected back to the sensor that it 
cannot be distinguished from the background noise.

In other cases, the sound may reflect from several 
surfaces before returning to the sensor, thus traveling over 
a longer path and causing an apparent return from an object 
at a more distant range (Figure 5). The surfaces encoun
tered in these tests were rough, and diffused the sound 
reflections, so this was not a problem.

Transducer

Figure 5 : Multiple reflections causing false range
reading.
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Highly absorptive surfaces, such as plastic foam, may 
reflect so little sound that the return is too weak to be 
distinguishable from noise. Extremely smooth surfaces can 
act like mirrors and produce specular reflections that 
interfere with the transmitted sound wave. The interference 
effect is wavelength dependent, so an echo that is weak at 
one frequency may be much stronger at another frequency.
This effect was recognized by Polaroid, and their ranger can 
be purchased in a multi-frequency system where the transmit 
burst is composed of 60, 57, 53, and 49.7 kHz waves [Biber, 
et al, 1980].

Ranging Accuracy
Ranging accuracy is greatly improved if the actual, 

ambient speed of sound is used for all calculations. Inac
curacies can be introduced to the range readings by the 
length of the transmit burst, the surface characteristics of 
the target as described previously, the detection threshold 
of the transducer, and the beam width.

The ultrasonic transducer reports the range to the very 
first object that produces an echo above the threshold 
point. The acoustic beam spreads at a certain angle for 
each transducer. If an unexpected object intersects the 
beam field of view, a range will be reported, but it may not
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be the range needed to safely and accurately guide the ma
chine .

The ranging circuitry normally starts timing for an 
echo the instant the transmit wave is sent. If the transmit 
pulse is long and the target surface irregular, it may be 
the last piece of the transmit wave that produces an echo 
with a large enough amplitude to trigger the transducer's 
threshold. Since the sound wave is traveling at about 1,125 
ft/s, (13.5 inches/ms), fairly large errors can be intro
duced. It is difficult to determine which part of the 
transmit wave created the echo. Therefore, the length of 
the transmit wave should be kept as short as possible.

Other errors can be produced by the method of echo 
amplification. The Polaroid transducer uses a "step" ampli
fication gain ; the gain of the amplifier increases in 16 
discrete steps with time [Biber, et al, 1980]. If the in
crease in gain occurs in the midst of an echo, a false range 
reading may result.

The Polaroid Ranger
The Polaroid ultrasonic ranger is an electrostatic 

transceiver. It transmits a pulse of ultrasonic sound, then 
turns into a receiver (or microphone). The sensors typically 
measure ranges with a 0.1 ft resolution over a 0.9 - 35.5 ft 
range, but they can be modified to obtain greater resolution
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over shorter ranges. The transducers used in this research 
measured ranges from 0.9 - 2 5.5 ft.

In transmit mode the sensor's components, a thin foil 
composed of gold coated Mylar stretched over an aluminum 
backplate, act like a capacitor. An impressed AC voltage 
causes the foil to vibrate at the impressed voltage frequen
cy and thus transmit sound energy.

Any echo received by the transducer again causes the 
foil to vibrate. The received voltage produced by the vi
brating foil ranges from volts to microvolts due to attenua
tion and surface effects. The farther an echo source is 
from the transducer, the lower the echo's energy, and the 
lower the amplitude of the voltage produced by the transduc
er. This means amplification is required to detect the 
smaller amplitude returns and distinguish them from back
ground noise. Polaroid employs 16 steps of amplification as 
described previously. Noise in range readings may be gener
ated internally by the electronics or externally by sources 
such as diesel powered equipment or electric motors.

Numerous waveforms captured with a digital storage 
oscilloscope showed that the internal noise in the Polaroid 
circuitry is minimal. The frequency of 49.7 kHz, used in 
the Polaroid sensors tested, was above that measured on 
diesel powered mining equipment [Cooper, 1987], so there
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were no interference problems from external sources. Howev
er, caution must be exercised when using low frequency sonic 
rangers. There should be careful tests for external sources 
of noise.

The Polaroid ranger differentiates between a legitimate 
reflection and noise by assuming the reflection amplitude 
will exceed a constant threshold. The first echo that 
exceeds the threshold is used to determine a range reading. 
The object that produced this echo may or may not be the 
object of interest. For example, the objective of this 
research was to measure distance to rib features. Some
times, the sensor reported distance to small objects such as 
wires or protruding bolts which reflected enough sound to 
trigger the ranger. Some manufacturers, such as Milltron
ics, provide programmable processors with their transducers 
to solve this problem.

Figure 6: Polaroid Instrument Grade Transducer
[after Polaroid, 1982]
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Chapter 5 
Characterization of Ultrasonic Rangers

Before an ultrasonic transducer can be used for machine 
guidance, the operating characteristics of the specific 
ranger must be tested within the environment they will be 
used. This research started with laboratory tests, then 
further tests were conducted in the underground mine where 
future LHD experiments are planned.

Laboratory Tests
A series of laboratory experiments characterized the 

sensors to develop a baseline for data comparison before 
underground tests began. The equipment used for most of 
these experiments is an array of 24 Polaroid ultrasonic 
rangers mounted at 15 degree intervals around a 27 inch 
fiberglass ring shown in Figure 7. Denning Mobile Robotics, 
Inc., of Wilmington, Massachusetts, developed the ring and 
control processor. Figure 7 also shows a personal computer 
(PC) interfaced to the ring with an RS-232 to collect and 
store range data.

Interference between the transducers is prevented by 
pulsing them sequentially with a user selected time delay of 
18 to 250 ms between transmit bursts. The user can also
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select the sensor(s) and firing sequence. For example, all 

sensors 0-23 can be fired in order or the sequence can be 0, 
8, 16 which only fires three sensors. The previous sequence 
can be repeated, or changed to another sensor set, say 1, 9, 
17 for the next sequence of firing around the ring. This 
allows the user to select only those sensors needed for the 
experiment, and prevents the transmit pulse of one sensor 
from interfering with the received signal of another sensor.

Figure 7: Denning ring and personal computer.
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Laboratory tests evaluated range resolution, intersen
sor variation, and field of view by moving a 1.5 x 2.5 foot 
rectangular cardboard target and a 3/4 inch x 4 foot wooden 
dowel to different locations within the FOV of sensor 0.
When measurements were completed on sensor 0, the ring was 
rotated 15 degrees and the experiment was repeated for 
sensor 1, 2, and so on, until eight sensors were tested. 
Range data from each of 8 sensors was recorded at 2.5, 5, 
7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, and 25 feet .

Table 5.1 shows good resolution and virtually no inter
sensor variation up to 7.5 feet. From 10 to 20 feet the 
readings varied from the measured distance by as much as 0.2 
feet. Variations among the sensors, however, never exceeded 
0.1 foot. The rectangular target did not reflect enough 
sound energy to be detected at longer ranges.

Accurate range readings were not always displayed 
instantly as objects entered the sensor's field of view.
For example, when the ring was rotated so sensor 2 could 
range to the cardboard target at 15 feet, the sensor ini
tially read 17.6 feet (17% error) and required about 2 
seconds to display the correct distance. This may have been 
caused by the relatively slow PC used to interface with the 
sensor array.
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Table 5.1: Ranging Accuracy of a Denning Ring Segment
Temperature = 82°F (28 ° C)
Humidity = 48%
Elevation = 5775 ft 
Pressure = 24.50 in Hg

Measured
Distance

to
Box (ft) 0 1

Range
2

Readings (feet) 
Sensor #

3 4 5 6 7
2.5 2.5 2 . 6 2 . 5 2.5 2 . 5 2.5 2 . 5 2 . 5
5.0 4 . 9 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
7.5 7 . 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7 . 5 7.5
10.0 9.9 10.0 9 . 9 9.9 9 . 9 9.9 10 . 0 9.9
12 . 5 12.4 12.4 12 . 4 12 . 4 12.4 12 . 4 12 . 4 12.4
15.0 14.8 14.9 14 . 8 14.8 14 . 8 14 . 9 14 . 9 14.8
20.0 19.8 19.9 19.8 19.8 19.8 19.8 19.9 19.8

The objects were moved at right angles to the sensor 
axis and across the FOV to define the extent of the FOV.
The FOV was 17.6 degrees (8.8 degrees on either side of the 
sensor axis) at a range of 5 feet. The sound energy is 
highest close to the transducer and along the sensor axis. 
Attenuation of the sound wave causes a drop in energy with 
range. The wave is weakest near the edges of the FOV; 
consequently, the FOV appeared to decrease to 13.8 degrees 
at 10 feet, and 10.6 degrees at 15 feet. The target was not 
reflecting enough energy when positioned on the edges of a 
17.6 degree FOV at these distances.

To further investigate the affect of an object's sur
face characteristics on FOV, a vertically mounted 3/4" 
wooden dowel, tall enough to intersect the entire FOV, was
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moved across the FOV. These measurements, unlike those for 
the cardboard target, were independent of the angle of inci
dence. The dowel tests produced an average FOV of 2 2 de
grees at 5 feet, 15.3 degrees at 10 feet, and 12.6 degrees 
at 15 feet. This increase in the FOV over the cardboard 
target was probably a function of the dowel's reflectivity. 
It scattered the sound wave, and did not reflect energy away 
from the transducer if there were errors in alignment.
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Underground Mine Experiments
The Denning Ring was tested at AMAX's Henderson Mine 

near Empire, Colorado, after the sensors had been character
ized in the lab. Three types of underground navigation 
features were defined, consistent with Kuc and Siegel's 
[1987] corner-edge-wall (CEW) navigation model; concave 
corner, convex corner, and linear rib (Figure 8).

Concave C om er 
(C om er)

Convex Corner 
(Edge)

Wall

Figure 8: Mine navigation features.
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Linear Rib Experiment. The rib of this section of 
drift was first surveyed with traditional techniques. Then 
the Denning Ring was placed on a platform 4.25 feet above 
the floor (Figure 9) and approximately 5 feet from a 
straight section of the rib. The surface characteristics of 
this section of rib are shown in the contour map of Figure 
10. The sensor axes were aimed along the 18 inch line shown 
on the vertical axis of the drawing.

The ring was rotated through 105 degrees, stopping at 
each 5 degree increment to gather range data. Figure 11 
shows the rib as surveyed, along with the most frequently 
occurring range reading at each set up. The mode of ten 
range readings was used to produce the sonar rays in the 
drawing. The range readings from the sensors produced very 
good, though not exact, delineation of the rib.

■ IT-

Figure 9: Side view of Denning Ring in linear rib
experiment.
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Figure 10: Contour map of rib surface (contour interval =
2 inches). Sensor axes were located at y = 18.
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Table 5.2 shows the range readings at 0° angle of inci
dence, while table Al.l in the appendix summarizes all range 
readings. The resolution is comparable to that found in the 
laboratory experiments. Intersensor variation was quite a 
bit higher, however, with range readings varying by as much 
as 0.2 feet at a measured range of 5 feet. This variance 
between sensor readings was most likely caused by misalign
ment of the sensors in their ring mountings. The field of 
view of each sensor enveloped different rib features causing 
variations in range readings.

Table 5.2: Ranging Accuracy to Mine Rib
Temperature =78° F 
Humidity = 54%
Elevation = 7500 ft 
Pressure = 22.71" Hg

Distance
to

Rib (ft)
Range Readings (ft) 

Sensor # 
1 2  3 4

4 .8 4.8 4 . 8 4 . 9 4.9 4 . 9 4 . 9 5.0

Angle of incidence to a rough mine rib is a critical 
feature. It affects reflectivity, and thus FOV, and deter
mines whether or not angled sensors placed on the front of 
an autonomous machine can define the rib lines far enough 
ahead for reliable trajectory generation. An angle of
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incidence of 60° gave range readings with enough precision 
that rib features could be defined, and used to develop 
trajectories for a typical mining vehicle.

Borenstein and Koren [1988] determined 25° was the 
maximum angle of incidence for a "smooth" surface. The mine 
rib was detected at angles of incidence greater than 600 (0 ° 
being perpendicular to the rib), but the variability of the 
range data was excessive. The variability results from rib 
protrusions intersecting the FOV and producing weak reflec
tions that intermittently exceed the ranger's amplitude 
threshold.

As the sensors were rotated from perpendicular to the 
rib to parallel to the drift centerline, they should have 
measured the maximum distance of 25.5 feet. Instead, they 
sometimes received a return signal from the floor, the back, 
or the overhead cable tray because they were misaligned in 
the ring. This problem was not a fault of the transducers, 
but was probably due to their mounting. This is an impor
tant problem, and not easily corrected. Any transducer 
mounting used on a vehicle should be adjustable, and a means 
of aiming the transducers should be developed.
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Concave Corner. Next, the ability of the sensors to 
determine the navigational features of concave corners was 
determined by using traditional surveying techniques to 
develop a rib baseline, setting the ring and computer on a 
cart as shown in Figure 12, and then mapping the ribs with 
the ultrasonic rangers for comparison. The ribs were rough 
surfaces with numerous large, angular features, similar to 
the linear rib, created by drill/blast/muck operations. 
Shotcrete sprayed on plywood formed the wall between the 
ribs of the drift (Figure 12).

The cart was moved along a set of four approach lines 
parallel to the ribs. Four sets of data from the approach 
locations are shown in Figures 13 through 16. The diagonal 
approach path is shown in Figures 17 through 19. Data was 
collected every two feet during the approach. The sensor 7 
axis was parallel to the approach paths shown in Figures 13 
through 16, and the diagonal approach line was midway be
tween sensors 3 and 4. The figures of the diagonal approach 
show the conical field of view to the most frequently occur
ring (mode) range reading, superimposed on the surveyed rib 
edges. Appendix tables A1.2 - A1.5 summarize the range data 
for the parallel approach paths, and table A1.6 summarizes 
the diagonal approach range data.
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Both the tabular and graphic results show that, in this 
experiment, the sensor array could not define the concave 
corner with complete precision. This should be expected, to 
some degree, because the edge of the ultrasonic ranger's 
field of view intersects the rib or wall before the sound 
wave penetrating the corner can reflect enough ultrasonic 
energy to trigger the amplitude threshold. This effect will 
cause shorter range readings than would normally be expect
ed .

However, as Figure 14 shows, in some cases the rangers 
penetrated nearly all the way into the corner, while adja
cent rangers had a much shorter range reading. The second 
concave corner experiment defined the corner in much greater 
detail, and is described later in this chapter. The errors 
in the first test are possibly caused by misalignment of the 
transducers, or by the shape of the pressure wave developed 
by the transducer; in the case of a Polaroid transducer, a 
three lobe pressure wave. If one of the side lobes inter
sects a surface that can produce a significant reflection, a 
false range reading can be produced. The likelihood of this 
should increase significantly if the walls are acting to 
reflect both side lobes, and funnel the sound waves back to 
the transducer, as they would in a concave corner.

As the ring moved closer to the corner, it defined the
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feature better, but the energy along the edge of the ultra
sonic transmit wave is stronger closer to the sensor, so 
even at close range there is still some rounding to the 
corner. No reason for the over ranging to the rib at this 
close range could be determined. It also occurred in the 
second concave corner experiment, even though that test was 
conducted under very controlled circumstances.

Figure 12: Denning Ring set up in concave corner.
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Figure 13: Parallel approach to concave corner (Path B).
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Figure 14: Parallel approach to concave corner (Path B).
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Figure 15: Parallel approach to concave corner (Path C).
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Figure 16: Parallel approach to concave corner (Path C).
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Figure 17 : Diagonal approach to concave corner (12 ft).
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Figure 18: Diagonal approach to concave corner (8 ft).
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Wall

Figure 19: Diagonal approach to concave corner (4 ft).
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Convex Corner. Next, an area of the mine that con
tained a convex corner (Figure 19) was surveyed and then 
mapped by moving the cart-mounted sonar ring along the 
approach lines shown in Figure 20, again stopping every 2 
feet to collect data. The sensor 0 FOV centerline was aimed 
along the 0, 45, and 90 degree headings, and the sensor 4 

centerline along the 135 degree heading.

Figure 20: Convex corner at Henderson Mine.
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Figure 21: Approach lines to convex corner
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Figures 22 through 25, and appendix tables A1.7 through 
A1.9, show the results of the 0, 45, and 90 degree tests.
The drawings, in this case, show sonar rays along the sensor 
axis to indicate range readings less than the maximum of 
2 5.5 feet. The surveyed rib is shown as a dotted line for 
comparison. Again, the ultrasonic sensors were unable to 
describe the corner with 100% precision. But, the data from 
most approach angles should be adequate for autonomous 
machine guidance, because it closely describes the shape and 
location of the corner.

The field of view of the transducer, and the angle of 
incidence to the reflecting surface, are key factors in 
defining a corner like this. When an ultrasonic transducer 
is approaching a convex corner, the reflecting walls are 
turning away from the sensor axis. But, the edges of the 
sensor's field of view are still identifying an occupied 
region, and suggesting a wall of some type. The key to this 
identification problem may well lie in intelligent echo 
waveform analysis.
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Figure 22: 0° approach to convex corner, sensor 6.
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Figure 23: 45° approach to convex corner, sensor 6.
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Figure 24: 90° approach to convex corner, sensor 6.
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Figure 25: 906 approach to convex corner, sensor 4.
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Figure 26: 90* approach to convex corner, sensor 2.
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The data from the 135 degree approach (table A1.10) is 
shown graphically at 6 and 14 feet in Figures 2 6 and 27.
The range readings from the sensor ring are insufficient to 
define the corner at this angle of approach. Again, the 
edge of each transducer's field of view interferes with the 
actual range readings. As the rib turned away from the 
transducer, the edges of the transducer's FOV intersected 
the actual mine rib and produced an image that would be 
interpreted as a wall.

Even though sensor 4 moved toward the corner in pre
cisely 2 foot increments, the tabular data shows different 
results. This is probably caused by the narrowing corner 
(the intersection of the two ribs), and the fact that the 
corner was not vertical with respect to the sensor, and the 
area viewed by the sensor decreased as it moved toward the 
corner.
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Figure 27: 135° approach at 14 feet.
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Figure 28: 1356 approach at 6 feet.

Intersection. The ability of the rangers to represent 
a drift intersection was first determined by placing the 
ring on a track mounted push cart, moving through the inter
section, and stopping to collect data in 2 foot increments. 
The sensor 7 axis was parallel to the direction of travel; 
consequently, the sensor 1 axis was perpendicular to the 
rib.

Table Al.ll summarizes the range data from this experi
ment. Figures 29 through 32 show the intersecting ribs 
mapped by traditional surveying techniques as dotted lines,
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and the sonar rays of less than 2 5.5 ft as arrows. Range 
readings of 2 5.5 feet (the maximum for these transducers) 
were not plotted on these drawings. The range data defined 
the convex corners at the intersection very well. The 
transmitted bursts were not deflected and the rangers de
tected the corner in all instances.
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Figure 29: Intersection as seen by sensor 1.
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Figure 30: Intersection as seen by sensor 2.
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Figure 31: Intersection as seen by sensor 3.
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Figure 32 : Intersection as seen by sensor 4 .
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The next step in the intersection experiment was to 
push the Denning Ring through the intersection at a nearly 
constant velocity to see if a clear map could be developed. 
Sensor 7 was aimed west along the track centerline, and 
sensor 1 perpendicular to the rib line. The sensors were 
pulsed at a predetermined rate. Every complete cycle of 
transducer pulses can be used to produce a map of occupied 
and unoccupied regions. In this case, all the readings from 
sensor 1 were combined for the length of the run to develop 
a map of the rib. This map was then compared to the actual 
survey data, and is displayed in Figure 33.

Dr. Robert King, of the Colorado School of Mines Mining 
Department and I wrote a program, Ultraran.pas (Appendix 3), 
in Pascal, to take the data file from the Denning Ring and 
produce an output file of data points for display in Auto- 
cad. The data point locations were compared to survey data, 
also displayed in Autocad.

Ultraran.pas reads the Denning Ring output file, plac
ing the range reading from each of the 2 4 sensors in an 
array, and eliminating the sensor identification characters. 
Table 5.3 shows a sample data output from the Denning Ring. 
The numbers in brackets are sensor identifiers. The other 
values are range readings in 0.1 ft units.
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Figure 33: Flyby view of intersection, sensor 4.
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Table 5.3. Typical Denning Ring Output.

[ 0- 7] 66 65 66 70 76 114 255 237
[ 8-15] 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255
[16-23] 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255

Ultraran.pas uses the range array to compute coordi
nates of points that produced an echo that could be detected 
by the Denning Ring. The first step is to calculate the 
world coordinates of the ring each time it received an echo. 
Then, the recorded ranges are used, in this case, to compute 
rib point coordinates. The ring changed position for each 
row of data in the range array. The equations for updating 
the ring positions are:

RingX[row] = DeltaP * cos(RingAzimuth) + RingX[row -1]

RingY[row] = DeltaP * sin(RingAzimuth) + RingY[row -1]

where :
RingX[row] = current X coordinate (ft) of the Denning Ring 

RingY[row] = current Y coordinate (ft) of the Denning Ring

DeltaP = the distance traveled (ft) from the last reading
= Vel * DeltaT 

Vel = vehicle (cart) velocity (fps)
DeltaT = Denning Ring interfire delay (sec)
RingAzimuth = The vehicle (cart) heading (degrees from true

North)
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RingX[row -1] = previous Denning Ring X coordinate (ft)
RingY[row -1] = previous Denning Ring Y coordinate (ft)

Ultraran.pas computes the rib point X and Y coordinates from 
the ring positions with the following equations :

x:= (Range/10 * Cos(SensorRayAngle))+RingX

y :=(Range/10 * Sin(SensorRayAngle))+RingY
where :

x = rib point x coordinate (ft)
y = rib point y coordinate (ft)

Range = range reading (in feet) from the range array 
SensorRayAngle = Azimuth (degrees) of the sensor axis.

= (15 * (KeyRanger - Transducer) * 3.141592654/180)
+ RingAzimuth;

KeyRanger = number of the transducer pointing along the 
drift centerline 

Transducer = number of the transducer producing the range 
reading.

The occupied points (in this case, rib points) are 
written to a .DXF file that can be read by Autocad for 
display and comparison. The range readings from this exper
iment showed good correlation to the surveyed rib line.
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Prediction of Ultrasonic Range Readings
Performance prediction of ultrasonic or sonar sensors 

is well defined in underwater applications. Urick [1975] 
describes an equation for active (transmitting) sonar that 
includes the reflectivity "Figure of merit" of the particu
lar target, the noise of the background, the source level of 
the transducer, the directivity index of the echo, and the 
transducer detection threshold. No similar descriptions of 
sonar performance in air could been found, but it should be 
possible to duplicate most of the variables from the under
water equation.

To further characterize ultrasonic sonar rangers in 
air, the concave corner test was repeated under even more 
controlled conditions. First, a fixed framework of 3/4" PVC 
pipe was set up in the corner (Figure 34) to allow an accu
rate and thorough survey of rib features. Then, ultrasound 
range readings were predicted using the equivalent, ideal 
beam pattern with a 17° field of view. Finally, the Denning 
Ring was set up and actual range readings were recorded 
along a 45° approach vector. These range readings were 
compared to the predicted readings, and are displayed in 
table 5.4. This data clearly defined the corner, unlike the 
first concave corner experiment. The reasons for this are
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not clearly understood. The differences in this experiment 
included a much more careful setup, with very careful level
ing of the Denning Ring, and the use of a different series 
of.transducers on the Ring. Drawings of the three setups, 
showing the surveyed rib line at the height of the sensor 
axis, and the actual range reading with a 17° field of view, 
are shown in Figures 35 through 37.

For these tests, the spherical front of the wave was 
ignored, and the wave was assumed to have a square front.
The geometric error produced by this assumption is minimal, 
as shown in the following [Selby, 1972]:

For a sector (of angle theta) of a circle:
If D = length of perpendicular to the chord,
and R = radius to the spherical wavefront,
then,

D = R (cos theta/2)
If theta = 170 (the commonly measured, ideal FOV), 

cos (theta/2) = 0.989, and 
0 = 0.989 * R

or,
D = 98.9%(R)

If an ideal conical field of view with a square wave- 
front is used for these calculations, a maximum range error 
of 1.1% can be expected when compared to the geometry of the
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spherical wavefront. Over a range of 10 feet, this will 
produce a maximum error of 1.3 inches if an object is en
countered along the sensor axis. The error diminishes 
rapidly as the edge of the field of view (FOV) is ap
proached.

The point of intersection of the edge of the FOV was 
determined graphically. Then, the surveyed points on the 
rib were rotated around this point and projected onto a 
plane perpendicular to the sensor's axis using geometric 
methods (sample calculations are shown in Appendix 4). The 
elevations of these projected points were compared to the 
elevation of the original intersection point to see if any 
were closer to the transducer. The point closest to the 
transducer was chosen to be the predicted range reading.

The predicted range values were very close to the 
actual ultrasonic range readings in all cases. If the char
acteristics of the transducer are known, including the ideal 
field of view, simple techniques can be used to determine 
the most probable range reading for a given situation. This 
can be useful when choosing a sensor to provide navigation 
or obstacle information. The estimated range readings of 
each sensor can be used to model the actual environmental 
range readings a vehicle might encounter.
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Figure 34: Concave corner with framework for survey.
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Table 5.4: Predicted vs. Actual Range Readings
Concave Corner 

(in feet)
Sensor 4 on 45 0 vector

10 ft setup :
Sensor # Predicted Range Actual Range Reading

1 8.4 8.4
2 8.5 8.6
3 9.5 9.4
4 11.0 11.0
5 9.1 9.2
6 8.1 8.3
7 7.9 7.7

6 ft setup:
Sensor # Predicted Range Actual Range Reading

1 5.5 5.5
2 5.9 5.9
3 6.5 6.5
4 7.4 7.5
5 6.2 6.2
6 5.6 5.6
7 5.4 5.5

2 ft setup:
Sensor # Predicted Range Actual Range Reading

1 3.0 3.2
2 3.1 3.3
3 3.4 3.7
4 3.7 3.9
5 3.2 3.5
6 2.9 3.1
7 2.8 3.0
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Figure 35: Surveyed concave corner rib and range readings
at 10 ft setup.
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Figure 36: Surveyed concave corner rib and range readings 
at 6 ft setup.
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Figure 37: Surveyed concave corner rib and range readings
at 2 ft setup.
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Sensor Durability
The ability of these ultrasonic sensors to survive the 

mine environment will be extremely important if they are to 
be used for vehicle navigation. Three of the Polaroid 
sensors and the circuitry for one sensor were mounted in a 
steel box (Figure 38) which was then bolted to a production 
LHD. The sensors were subjected to normal operating condi
tions and the faces were fully exposed to the environment.

The rangers were first removed and tested after 68 
hours of production exposure. Two of the sensors gave 
reliable range readings even though covered with dust. The 
gold foil on the third was ripped, probably by a sharp 
object such as a rock, causing sensor failure. The remain
ing two sensors were replaced on the LHD, along with a 
replacement for the failed sensor, for another 149 hours of 
operation. Again, one of these sensors failed after being 
struck in the faceplate by a solid object such as a rock.
The impact broke the plastic frame of the sensor, and forced 
the face plate into the foil. The other sensors continued 
to give accurate range readings.

The final durability test lasted 287 additional operat
ing hours. This time, all three sensors survived in good 
condition and produced accurate range readings when tested.
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There were no failures in the analog or digital ranging 
circuit boards stored in the enclosure during these tests.

Laboratory tests were made of several different enclo
sures to protect the frame and faceplate of the Polaroid 
sensors. The first unit tested was the "Environmental 
Enclosure" marketed by Polaroid for use in industrial envi
ronments. The grill is made of Valox resin (Figure 39) and 
is specially tuned to reduce interference with the sonar 
beam [Polaroid, 1987]. However, this plastic covering 
cannot withstand direct impacts by rocks.

Protective enclosures were fabricated from plastic 
coated 1/2 inch wire mesh and 1/4 inch expanded metal 
(Figure 39). These covers were positioned 1/8 inch from the 
face of the sensor, within the confused near field of the 
sound wave. The results of the range and field of view 
tests (table 5.5) show that none of the grills placed at 
this position severely degraded sensor operation. But, the 
grills are seen as an object in the field of view when they 
are.placed more than 3/4 inch from the sensor face. Protec
tive covers such as these should improve the Polaroid sen
sor's resistance to impact. However, they were not tested 
underground.
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Figure 38: Enclosure for mounting sensors on production
LHD.

Some rangers, such as the Milltronics ST25 and ST-100 
[Milltronics, 1989], are designed for severe environments. 
These piezoelectric transducers are coated with polyethylene 
to protect them from dust, water, and abrasion. They are 
designed to withstand shock, and, because they are piezo
electric, there is no Mylar foil to rip. They have been 
field proven in applications with dust, steam, and acids, 
and have been used to reliably detect live ore storage 
levels under the main gyratory crusher at the Henderson
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Mine. The Milltronics ST-25 has a rated FOV of 12°, and the 
ST-100 transducer has a FOV of 7° [Milltronics, 1989]. 
Transducers such as these should be adaptable to mining 
vehicle navigation. These units were not tested in the mine 
environment during this research. However, they appear to 
be extremely durable.

Table 5.5: Range and Field of View Tests
With Protective Grills 

(range in ft).

Measured Polaroid 1/4 it 1/2"
Distance Test Enclosure Expanded Metal Wire Mesh
to Dowel Range FOV Range FOV Range FOV

2.5 2.5 — — «■— 2.5 2.5 ———
5.0 5.0 19.9° 5.0 23.1° 5.0 22.1
7.5 7.5 "  ——1 7.5 -— — 7.5 ----

10.0 9.9 16.5° 9.9 17.7° 10.0 18.2
12.5 12.4 — — — — 12.4 — — — — 12 . 5 — —
15.0 14.9 14.6° 14 .8 15.0° 14.9 16.6
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Figure 39: Protective faceplates for sensors (upper left
= 1/4 inch expanded metal, upper right 
= 1/2 inch wire mesh, middle = Polaroid design).

Summary
While not able to define mine features precisely, when 

used correctly the sensors can discriminate common features 
with enough accuracy for vehicle guidance. The sensor's 
field of view has a bearing on the accuracy of the range 
image produced. When a rib turned away from the sensor, and 
only the extreme edge of the field of view is intersected, a 
false image or misinterpreted image can result. In the case
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of the Polaroid transducer, the field of view was found to 
be about 17°. Variation in range readings between sensors, 
when viewing the same scene, was minimal. Knowledge of each 
transducer's characteristics allows relatively accurate pre
diction of range readings.
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Chapter 6
Selection and Use of Ultrasonic Range Finders

This research shows that ultrasonic ranging units can 
be used to describe the underground mine environment to an 
autonomous machine, but they must be used carefully, with an 
understanding of the limitations of the information they 
provide.

Before an ultrasonic ranging sensor can be selected, 
the application must be carefully considered. For under
ground mine use, rock conditions, external noise sources, 
operating conditions, and the task to be accomplished must 
be analyzed and clearly understood. The required range, the 
maximum angle of incidence that gives reliable range read
ings, and an acceptable field of view need to be determined. 
Finally, it is important to have a clear understanding of 
the information provided by the ultrasonic ranger.

Field of View Considerations
The size of the FOV at a given range determines how 

large an area will be described as occupied on a map of the 
region around the machine. The results of these experiments 
show that, for rib following, a wide FOV is acceptable and 
probably beneficial. The wide FOV covers a large rib area,
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and gives information on any protrusion that could endanger 
the vehicle. The large occupied region produced on the map 
should not present a problem for navigation in most situa
tions .

However, for obstacle detection or rib detection far 
ahead of the vehicle, long distance ranging, and a narrow 
field of view will usually be needed. Figure 40 shows 
ultrasonic rangers looking forward from the LHD at an angle 
of about 60° to the rib. These sensors would possibly be 
used to identify intersections or cutouts ahead of the 
mucker. This angle of incidence is at the limits of reli
able operation for the ultrasonic rangers in the mine envi
ronment, but is needed to see far enough ahead of the vehi
cle to describe features such as cutouts.

Rangers with a wide field of view will make the ribs of 
the drift appear to converge ahead of the vehicle. For 
instance, if a common Polaroid sensor with an average 17° 
field of view is used for this application, the vehicle 
might see an average drift width 2.3 feet less than actually 
exists in a 12 foot drift.

Even though range readings from these sensors will 
occasionally be triggered by the extreme edge of the beam 
intersecting the rib, the entire FOV should probably be 
classified as occupied for the machine's safety, not merely
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the edge of the FOV where the reading is suspected to have 
occurred. Thus, if a sensor with wide field of view, such as 
the Polaroid, is used, and the machine then uses this range 
information to describe an occupied region, the region could 
easily be large enough, and the drift appear narrow enough, 
to interefere with the LHD1s planned safe travel zone 
(Figure 40). The intersection experiments, however, (Fig
ures 29 thru 32) indicate that this problem may be minimal.

Figure 40: Wide field of view rangers making the drift
appear to converge.
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Wall Following Rangers
An important consideration is just how accurate a 

ranging system must be for wall following guidance of an 
autonomous vehicle. The system must be accurate and reli
able enough to describe the common navigation features in an 
underground mine, and compare them to a digital map for 
vehicle location. However, this machine does not need to 
know within a tenth of an inch where the rib is, since it 
will probably always add a fairly large factor of safety to 
protect the vehicle from damage.

The design of the obstacle detection and wall following 
systems should be based on the speed of the vehicle and the 
dimensions of the drift it is working in. For instance, a 
Load-Haul-Dump unit such as the one described in Appendix 2, 
might travel at a maximum speed of 9 mph (13.2 fps). The 
machine should pulse its sensors fast enough at that speed 
to analyze the ribs and intersections and compare them to 
its digital map for location. Given a 17* field of view, 
and a ranger mounted at an average distance of 3 feet from 
the rib, the sensor would have to pulse at a rate of 1 pulse 
per 68 msec to provide full coverage of the rib. This, 
however provides no overlap of the fields of view. A faster 
pulse rate would give a greater safety factor.
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Obstacle Detection
Any obstacle that enters a sensor field of view must be 

detected at a great enough distance to allow the machine to 
slow from full speed and come to a safe stop. Stopping 
distance for these machines is about 30 feet, so the sensor 
should be capable of seeing at least 50 feet ahead of the 
machine. At full speed, an obstacle gets 13.2 feet closer 
to the machine every second, so the ranger pulse rate should 
be on the order of once ever 20 msec . This pulse rate 
gives the machine data on the object about every quarter 
foot as the distance between the obstacle and the vehicle 
closes.

The obstacle detection problem becomes more complex 
when the difficulties of false readings caused by a bouncing 
machine, and floor and roof roughness are recognized. For 
example, consider a machine using an obstacle detection 
system consisting of an ultrasonic ranger, with an 110 field
of view, mounted on the machine so it is directly in the\
center of a 12 ft high drift. The ranger will begin detect
ing the roof or floor as soon as the LHD bounces more than 
1.2 feet from the horizontal, or a rock of that size
projects from the roof, neither of which is uncommon in
underground operations. The obstacle range data and echo
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waveform must be analyzed in a way that recognizes these 
problems and deals with them. One possible method of doing 
this is described in the next section of this chapter, and 
is considered in more detail in a paper by King and Gordon 
[1990].

Echo Waveform Analysis
Certain materials and objects have distinct echoes 

whose waveforms can be analyzed using pattern matching 
techniques. The amplitude and duration of the echoes can be 
examined to differentiate an obstacle from background noise. 
King and Gordon [1990] showed that model based reasoning 
could be used to identify two different objects represented 
in the return signal, though at ranges limited to 3.0 feet.

This method could give a great deal more information 
than the thresholding techniques commonly used. Figure 41 
shows the variation in an echo waveform that might occur 
when looking at an obstacle in the path of the vehicle. 
Intelligent analysis of the waveforms might eliminate false 
range readings and possibly identify an obstacle's type, 
shape, and size based on the echo amplitude and length of 
shadows [Sutton, 1986].
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Figure 41: Echo waveform from obstacle on floor,
[after Sutton, 1986]

Navigation Methods
Navigation algorithms using range data from sonar 

sensors have been described by Elfes [1986,1987], Kuc and 
Siegel [1987a, 1987b], and others. These algorithms are 
designed for use in an unstructured environment where the 
robot must explore to determine a path to its goal. An 
underground mine is a much more structured environment with 
a limited number of features that must be identified. The 
automated LHD will not have to explore and develop its own
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maps since they will already be available.
Four ultrasonic sensors mounted on each side of the 

mucker, and aimed perpendicular to the LHD axis, should 
provide sufficient range information to determine a safe 
path through the drift if they are pulsed at a rate that is 
appropriate for the vehicle’s speed (Figure 42). Doubling 
the number of wall following rangers adds redundancy and 
safety.

The range data can be used in several ways. Elfes 
[1986] has suggested laying out a local area grid 
around the machine. The region described as occupied by the 
rangers is plotted into the grid, along with the probability 
of occupancy, and compared to the machine's world (the mine) 
map. The machine then searches for a clear path through the 
occupied regions. Continued readings showing a region as 
occupied increase the probability of occupancy.

When operating an LHD, any failure should be on the 
side of safety. Therefore, any range reading should proba
bly be taken to mean a region occupied with 100 percent 
probability. An alternative navigation approach , using 
this concept, is to use the range readings to identify 
regions along the sensor axis that can be identified, with 
100 percent probability, as occupied.

The approximate rib lines can be established by locat-
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ing a best fit line that places the LHD on one side, and 
occupied regions on the other. The line is established 
using the current range points combined with the previous 
five or ten range readings. The exact number of previous 
range samples used to estimate the rib edge will depend on 
the sampling rate and the speed of the mucker.

These lines can then be projected ahead of the mucker 
to a safe stopping distance. A safe travel zone can be 
predicted and appropriate steering commands made to guide 
the machine to a near term goal at the end of the projected 
safe zone (Figure 4 3-) .

Eventually, as algorithms and experience improve, 
control of these mining machines will have to be made more 
intelligent to deal with the inevitable inconsistencies in 
the range data. A knowledge of the sensor capabilities and 
qualities will have to be incorporated into the machine's 
navigation algorithms. In the case of the forward looking 
ranger, the machine will have to understand that one edge or 
the other of that sensor's FOV (depending on which side of 
the LHD it is mounted on) will most likely be intersecting 
the rib and causing a range return. Probabilities can then 
be applied to predict occupied regions, and the machine can 
adjust to take the most likely safe path.
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Summary
Before using ultrasonic rangers, the specific applica

tion should be thoroughly studied, and the sensor’s task 
Clearly understood. The effect of the field of view should 
always be considered. Intelligent echo waveform analysis 
should help in obstacle identification by distinguishing the 
obstacle's echo from background noise. Navigation tech
niques using ultrasonic rangers for vehicle guidance should 
be conservative, and fail on the side of safety.

Figure 42: Ultrasonic rangefinders on LHD.
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions

This study showed that ultrasonic rangers can identify 
mine rib navigation features, and provide the data required 
to develop trajectories for autonomous mining vehicles. The 
rangers defined convex corners, concave corners, intersec
tions, and roughly linear planes when the angle between the 
ranger axis and the wall was appropriate for the situation.

Large angles of incidence, combined with the FOV, 
caused improper definition of the rib line. The rangers 
could also not reliably define concave corners. They did, 
however, measure the distance to this wide range of objects 
with adequate precision to define the mine's features and 
guide an autonomous vehicle.

Underground mine features appear to be excellent sound 
reflectors. They diffuse the sound energy so multiple 
strong reflections and deflections are not present, and they 
absorb very little sound energy. Because mine ribs are so 
rough, they provide enough surface area that is nearly 
perpendicular to the sensor axis for the rangers to work 
well with relatively large angles of incidence. The only 
time the rock roughness created problems was when the trans
mit burst hit at an extremely high angle of incidence. When
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this event occurred, high data variability resulted because 
the roughness intermittently reflected enough energy from 
the transmit wave's edges to trigger the ranger amplitude 
threshold.

The rangers were sensitive to small objects protruding 
from the ribs since 1/2 inch rock bolts reflected enough 
energy to trigger the amplitude threshold. Consequently, 
the bolts formed part of the rib outline map produced from 
ranger data. This might be considered an error in object 
recognition, but the rib outline that resulted will prevent 
collision with the rib, protruding bolts, or any other 
obstacle.

The sensors that were mounted on a production LHD 
withstood everything in the mine environment except direct 
hits from sharp objects like rocks. The transducers are 
durable enough for mine operating conditions that include 
extremes in vibration, dust, and humidity. Experiments 
showed that face plate protection can be added to the mount
ing without creating serious sound wave attenuation prob
lems.

It may also be possible to mount the transducer in such 
a way that the sound wave is reflected in the desired direc
tion by bouncing it off a metal or plastic plate, while the 
transducer itself remains protected within the housing.
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Certain types of peizoelectric transducers, such as the 
Milltronics unit described, can probably survive the mine 
environment even better than the electrostatic sensors 
tested in these experiments.

Ultrasonic rangers will probably not give all the data 
needed for navigation of an autonomous vehicle. For in
stance, in their present form, they cannot fully define all 
the features of a muck pile. However, they give simple 
range data that can identify common mine features with a 
good deal of clarity. To give all the information a vehicle 
needs for navigation, a suite of sensors will probably be 
required. These might include lasers for extremely accurate 
location sensing and positioning, scanning lasers to clearly 
define objects, and infrared, or other ranging sensors.
But, ultrasonic rangers can provide a great deal of the 
range information needed to guide autonomous vehicles 
through underground mines.

A thorough knowledge of the task the ultrasonic range 
sensor is to perform and the transducer's individual charac
teristics is important. When used incorrectly, the rangers 
do not provide reliable data. Sensor dimensions and operat
ing frequency affect the field of view and maximum range.
The transducer's field of view should be considered when 
analyzing range data. The ambient air temperature affects
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the speed of sound and can introduce inaccuracies to the 
range readings, so temperature sensors should be used where 
the temperature changes frequently. However, atmospheric 
pressure, dust, and humidity have little effect on range 
readings.

Recommendations for Future Work
These sensors will be of little value unless their 

reliability is proven in the mine environment. The Polaroid 
sensors tested in this research did not survive the condi
tions in an underground mine. However, piezoelectric trans
ducers, such as those manufactured by Milltronics, have been 
used in very severe environments, such as the live storage 
of Henderson's main crusher. They should be easily adapt
able to mining vehicles, and should have no durability 
problems.

Equations that characterize the sensors and reflectivi
ty of targets, along the lines of those described by Urick 
[1975] for underwater use, need to be developed for in air 
use of ultrasonic rangers.

Further research needs to be done on intelligent analy
sis of echo waveforms for obstacle identification in the 
underground mine environment. This should be a valuable aid 
when using ultrasonic rangers at large angles of incidence 
to the ribs, floor, or roof, or when using the rangers to
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identify obstacles. Echo amplitude and shape should help 
differentiate obstacles that represent a hazard to the 
vehicle from common rib echoes. This type of data analysis 
should help identify personnel, other vehicles, or rock 
falls in the work area. Work needs to be done on identifi
cation of muck piles, and the oversize rocks, timber, or 
other debris that must be separated from the ore.

The vehicle's range sensors will be receiving informa
tion from constantly varying sources. Data needs to be 
collected from ultrasonic rangers mounted on an operating 
mine vehicle, and compared to a digital mine map. This is 
probably the only way to confirm whether computer systems 
will be able to understand the information from the rangers 
and reliably guide and locate a vehicle. The pitch and yaw 
of an LHD, under operating conditions, also needs to be 
recorded to see if the ultrasonic rangers can be aimed to 
reliably see the ribs and any obstacles in the drift.

Control algorithms need to be developed for efficient 
underground vehicle path planning and steering control using 
ultrasonic range data. Perhaps one of the more difficult 
problems is guiding the vehicle through corners or intersec
tions with limited clearance.

More research should also be done on the application of 
underwater sonar methods to atmospheric ultrasonic ranging.
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Arrays of sonar sensors, for instance, have been used to 
provide more effective control of the sonar beam and more 
clearly define objects. It is possible that ultrasonic 
ranging arrays could likewise provide more accurate and 
detailed information on mine features. Sonar holography is 
another technique that may hold promise for image building 
using ultrasonic rangers.
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Appendix 1 
Data Summary
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Table A l .1 : Summary Values from Underground
Angle of Incidence Experiment

Temperature = 780F(26°C) 
Humidity = 51%
Elevation = 7500 ft.
Pressure = 22.71" Hg 
Height of Sensors =4.25 ft

SENSOR NUMBER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

average 255 .00
std. dev. 0 .00
variance 0 .00
angle (deg) 115 .00

average 255 .00
std. dev. 0 .00
variance 0 .00
angle (deg) 110 .00

average 255 .00
std. dev. 0..00
variance 0..00
angle (deg) 105 .00
average 255 .00 255..00
std. dev. 0 .00 0..00
variance 0 .00 0..00
angle 100 .00 100,.00

average 255 .00 255.,00
std. dev. 0..00 0,,00
variance 0 .00 0..00
angle 95..00 95. 00

average 255..00 255. 00
std. dev. 0..00 0. 00
variance 0..00 0. 00
angle 90..00 90. 00

average 255..00 255..00 255. 00
std. dev. 0..00 0. 00 0. 00
variance 0..00 0..00 0. 00
angle 85..00 85..00 85. 00
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Table A l .1 (cont'd): Summary Values from Underground
Angle of Incidence Experiment

SENSOR NUMBER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

average 255 .00 245 .92 255 .00
std. dev. 0 .00 30 .13 0 .00
variance 0 .00 907 .58 0 .00
angle 80 .00 80 .00 80 .00

average 255 .00 255 .00 255 .00
std. dev. 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
variance 0 .00 0 ,.00 0 .00
angle 75 .00 75,.00 75,.00

average 112,.17 255,.00 255 .00 124,.08
std. dev. 5 . 52 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 1,.66
variance 30 .47 0 .00 0 .00 2,.74
angle 70,.00 70,.00 70,.00 70,.00

average 105,.58 106,.00 255..00 105,.83
std. dev. 0 ,.49 0 ,.00 0 ..00 0 ,.37
variance 0 ,.24 0,.00 0..00 0..14
angle 65..00 65..00 65..00 65..00

average 88 .25 103..83 102.,67 87 .00
std. dev. 0 ,.43 1 .. 34 7..02 1,.00
variance 0 .. 19 1 ..81 49..22 1,.00
angle 60..00 60..00 60..00 60..00

average 83,.00 83,.00 84..00 85..42 84,.00
std. dev. 0 ,.00 0 ..00 0 .,00 0 .,64 0 ..00
variance 0 ,.00 0 ..00 0 ..00 0..41 0,.00
angle 55,.00 55..00 55..00 55.,00 55..00

average 70. o 00 71..00 71.,00 71.,58 71..00
std. dev. 0 ..28 0 .,00 0 . 00 0 . 86 0 .,00
variance 0 ..08 0 .,00 0 .,00 0 . 74 0 .,00
angle 50..00 50.,00 50. 00 50. 00 50.,00

average 69..00 68.,00 69. 00 69. 00 68.,00
std. dev. 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 .,00 0 .,00 0 ..00
variance 0 ..00 0 .,00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 ..00
angle 45..00 45.,00 45.,00 45.,00 45..00
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Table A l .1 (cont'd): Summary Values from Underground
Angle of Incidence Experiment

SENSOR NUMBER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

average 63 .67 66 .00 66 .00 67 .00 67 .00 67 .00
std. dev. 0 .47 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
variance 0 .22 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
angle 40 .00 40 oo 40 .00 40 .00 40 .00 40 .00

average 62 .00 64 .00 62 .08 63 .42 64 .00 62 .33
std. dev. 0 .00 0 .00 0 .28 0 .49 0 .00 0 .47
variance 0 .00 0 .00 0 .08 0 .24 0 .00 0 .22
angle 35 .00 35 .00 35 .00 35 .00 35 .00 35 .00

average 59 .33 60 .75 58 .00 61 .00 61 .00 58 .00
std. dev. 0 .94 0 .43 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
variance 0 .89 0 .19 0 ,.00 0..00 0 .00 0 .00
angle 30 .00 30,.00 30..00 30,.00 30 .00 30,.00

average 54,.92 53 . 17 56 .00 56,.00 56,.00 56 .00 56,.00
std. dev. 0 .28 3,.05 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 0 .00 0 ,.00
variance 0 ,.08 9,.31 0,.00 0,.00 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 0 ,.00
angle 25,.00 25..00 25..00 25..00 25..00 25,.00 25,.00

average 49,.25 52,.75 53,.33 53,.08 55,.00 55..00 51..33
std. dev. 0 ,.43 0 ..72 0..47 0 ,.49 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 0 ,.75
variance 0 ,.19 0..52 0..22 0..24 0 ..00 0..00 0 ,. 56
angle 20..00 20..00 20..00 20.,00 20.,00 20..00 20.,00

average 49..00 49..00 49..00 49..00 49..00 49.,00 49.,00
std. dev. 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 ..00 0..00 0 ..00
variance 0 .,00 0 .00 0 .,00 0 ..00 0 .,00 0 .,00 0 .00
angle 15.,00 15.,00 15. 00 15. 00 15. 00 15. 00 15. 00

average 48,.00 48.,00 48. 00 49. 00 48. 25 49. 00 49. 00 49. 17
std. dev. 0 ,.00 0 .00 0. 00 0 .00 0 .43 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 37
variance 0..00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 19 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 14
angle 10,.00 10. 00 10. 00 10. 00 10. 00 10. 00 10. 00 10. 00

average 48..00 48. 00 48. 00 48. 00 48. 00 49. 00 49. 00 49. 00
std. dev. 0..00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
variance 0..00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
angle 5..00 5.00 5 .00 5.00 5.00 5 .00 5 .00 5. 00
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Table A l .1 (cont'd): Summary Values from Underground
Angle of Incidence Experiment

SENSOR NUMBER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

average 48 .00 48 .00 48 .25 49 .00 49 .00 49 .00 50 .00 50 .00
std. dev. 0 .00 0 .00 0 .43 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
variance 0 .00 0 .00 0 .19 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00
angle 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00

average 49 .00 48 .00 48 .58 49 .00 49 .00 50 .00 50 .92 49 .83
std. dev. 0 .00 0 .00 0 .49 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .28 0 .37
variance 0 .00 0 .00 0 .24 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .08 0 .14
angle -5 .00 -5 .00 -5 .00 -5 .00 -5 .00 -5 .00 -5,.00 -5 .00

average 49 .00 48 .92 49 .00 49 .58 50 .00 50 .00 50,.50 49 .75
std.dev. 0 .00 0 .28 0 .00 0 .49 0 .00 0 .00 0..50 0 .43
variance 0 .00 0 .08 0 .00 0 .24 0 .00 0 .00 0..25 0 .19
angle -10 .00 -10 .00 -10 .00 -10 .00 -10 .00 -10 .00 -10,.00 -10 .00

average 50 .00 50,.33 49 . 33 50..36 50 .58 52 .00 52,.92
std. dev. 0 .00 0 ,.75 0 .62 0 .48 0 .49 0 .00 0 ..28
variance 0 .00 0 ,.56 0.39 0 ,.23 0 .24 0 .00 0 ..08
angle -15 .00 -15,.00 -15 .00 -15,.00 -15 .00 -15 .00 -15..00

average 55 .00 54,.00 54 .83 54,.08 56,.00 56..00 56..00
std. dev. 0 .00 0 ,.00 0.37 0 ,.28 0 ,.00 0 .00 0 .,00
variance 0 .00 0 ..00 0.14 0 ,.08 0 .00 0 ,.00 0 ..00
angle -20 .00 -20,.00 -20 .00 -20,.00 -20,.00 -20 .00 -20..00

average 56,.00 56..00 55 .92 56..00 56,.00 56 .00 56.,50
std. dev. 0 ,.00 0 ..00 0.28 0 ..00 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 0 .,50
variance 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 .08 0 ..00 0 ,.00 0 ,.00 0 . 25
angle -25,.00 -25..00 -25 .00 -25..00 -25..00 -25,.00 -25.,00

average 56..00 56.,00 56,.00 57..00 57..00 57..00
std. dev. 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 .00 0 ..00 0 ..00 0 ,.00
variance 0..00 0 . 00 0 .00 0 ..00 0 ..00 0..00
angle -30..00 -30. 00 -30,.00 -30. 00 -30. 00 -30.,00

average 65. 00 57. 50 58,. 17 65. 00 61..83 61..67
std. dev. 0 .,00 0 . 87 1..28 0 . 00 0 ..69 0 ..47
variance 0 .,00 0 . 75 1..64 0 .,00 0..47 0..22
angle -35. 00 -35. 00 -35..00 -35. 00 -35.,00 -35..00
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Table A l .1 (cont'd): Summary Values from Underground
Angle of Incidence Experiment

SENSOR NUMBER

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

average 67 .00 65 .00 66 . 50 67 .00 67,.00
std. dev. 0.00 0.00 0 . 50 0.00 0 .00
variance 0 .00 0 .00 0 .25 0 .00 0 ,.00
angle -40 .00 -40 .00 -40 .00 -40 .00 -40,.00

average 70 .00 70 .00 70 .92 71 .00 70..83
std. dev. 0 .00 0 ..00 0 .64 0 .00 0 ..37
variance 0 .00 0 .00 0 .41 0 .00 0..14
angle -45 .00 -45..00 -45 .00 -45,.00 -45,.00

average 75 .00 73..00 75 .67 76 .25 75..00
std. dev. 0 .00 0 ,.00 0 .94 0 .60 0 ,,00
variance 0 .00 0 ,.00 0 .89 0 ,.35 0 ..00
angle -50 .00 -50,.00 -50 .00 -50 .00 -50.,00

average 86,.42 83..25 87,.00 88,.58 77..00
std. dev. 2 .25 0 ,,83 2 .55 0 ,.64 0..00
variance 5..08 0 ..69 6 .50 0..41 0 ..00
angle -55..00 -55..00 -55..00 -55..00 -55,.00

average 92..55 91..67 92,.83 93..00
std. dev. 0..50 0 ..47 0 ..55 0 ..00
variance 0 ..25 0 .,22 0 ..31 0 ..00
angle -60..00 -60,.00 -60,.00 -60..00

average 98..83 101..00 120..50 226..50
std. dev. 7.,60 1.,41 12..07 25..77
variance 57..81 2.,00 145..75 663..92
angle -65..00 -65.,00 -65..00 -65..00

average 202..08 178. 92 150.,83 241. 50
std. dev. 17..47 21..12 10..43 23..38
variance 305..08 446. 08 108..81 546.,75
angle -70.,00 -70. 00 -70.,00 -70. 00

average 205.,42 206. 58 196.,00
std. dev. 11. 89 13. 71 8.,50
variance 141.,41 188. 08 72.,33
angle -75.,00 -75. 00 -75. 00
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Table A l .1 (cont'd): Summary Values from Underground
Angle of Incidence Experiment

SENSOR NUMBER

average 210.67 241.25 200.25
std. dev. 9.13 23.82 0.43
variance 83.39 567.19 0.19
angle -80.00 -80.00 -80.00

average 
std. dev, 
variance 
angle

222.50
19.13

365.92
-85.00

255.00 200.50 
0.00 0.50
0.00

-85.00
0.25

85.00

average 
std. dev, 
variance 
angle

225.33
17.65

311.56
-90.00

255.00
0.00
0.00

-90.00

average 
s td. dev, 
variance 
angle

232.25
20.59

423.85
-95.00

255.00
0.00
0.00

-95.00

average 
std. dev, 
variance 
angle

240.33
19.50

380.22
100.00

255.00 
0.00 
0.00

100.00
average 
std. dev, 
variance 
angle

238.58
22.05
486.24
105.00

average 
std. dev, 
variance 
angle

251.42
6.97

48.58
110.00

average 
std. dev. 
variance 
angle

246.75
15.74

247.85
115.00
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Table Al.2: Summary Values from Concave Corner Experiment
Parallel Approach Line A

Temperature - 84°F(28.9°C)
Humidity = 54%
Elevation = 7500 ft 
Pressure = 22.75 in Hg 
Height of Sensors = 4 ft

SENSOR RANGE READINGS (IN 0.1 FT) 
SURVEYED SENSOR NUMBER

ROW DIST. TO
WALL(ft) 0 1 2

A 14

MODE 17 16 16
AVERAGE 17 16 16
VARIANCE 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0

A 12

MODE 16 15 15
AVERAGE 15.8 15 15
VARIANCE 0.1 0 0
STD. DEV. 0.4 0 0

A 10

MODE 11 12 13
AVERAGE 0 0 0
VARIANCE 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0

A 8

MODE 15 14 15
AVERAGE 15 14 15
VARIANCE 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0

3 4 5 6 7

17 19 22 23 30
17 19 22 23 30
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

15 16 20 30 38
15 16 20.4 30 35.3
0 0 1.9 0 14.2
0 0 1.4 0 3.8

14 19 29 22 93
0 0 28.7 22 93
0 0 0.2 0 0
0 0 0.4 0 0

16 21 29 22 31
16 21 28.8 30.1 38.5
0 0 0.1 175.2 281.3
0 0 0.4 13.2 16.8
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A

MODE

6

17 16 16 18 27 37 31 55
AVERAGE 17 16 16 18 27.2 36.6 36.7 53.3
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 64.2 6.2
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.5 8.0 2 . 5

A

MODE

4

19 20 22 25 28 36 29 38
AVERAGE 19 20 21.7 25.3 28 36 29.3 38
VARIANCE 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.2 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0.5 0.4 0 0 0.5 0
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Table Al.3 Summary Values from Concave Corner Experiment
Parallel Approach Line B

Temperature = 84° F(28.9° C)
Humidity - 54%
Elevation =■ 7500 ft 
Pressure =* 22.75 in Hg 
Height of sensor = 4 ft

SENSOR RANGE READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SURVEYED SENSOR NUMBER

ROW DIST. TO
WALL(ft) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B 14

MODE 48 47 48 49 51 51 53 130
AVERAGE 48 47 48 49.1 51.3 51 60.2 130
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 0 565.0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0.3 0.6 0 23.8 0

B 12

MODE 48 47 46 47 48 69 51 116
AVERAGE 48 47 46 47.6 49 69 51 116
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0.7 1 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0.9 1 0 0 0

B 10 

MODE 44 44 45 45 55 90 98 97
AVERAGE 44 44 45 45 53.3 89.5 91.2 97
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0 6.9 0.3 262.8 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0 2.6 0.5 16.2 0

B 8

MODE 44 44 45 47 48 79 52 78
AVERAGE 44 44 45 47 48 79 52 78
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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B

MODE

6

47 46 46 48 50 60 60 59
AVERAGE 47 46 46 48.1 49.4 60.3 58 59
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 CMo 12 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0.3 0.6 0.4 3.5 0

B

MODE

4

47 47 45 44 44 41 40 40
AVERAGE 47 47 45 44 43.5 41 40 40
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0



Table Al.4: Summary Values from Concave Corner Experiment
Parallel Approach Line C

Temperature = 84°F(28.9°C) 
Humidity = 54%
Pressure = 22.75 in Hg 
Height of Sensors = 4 ft

SENSOR RANGE READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SURVEYED SENSOR NUMBER

ROW DIST. TO
WALL(ft) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-- -- -- ’-- --- --- --- --- --- --- --

C

MODE

14

74 76 77 78 79 156 140 135
AVERAGE 74.2 76 77 78.3 83.8 154.7 140 135
VARIANCE 0.1 0 0 0.2 67.7 1.9 0 0
STD. DEV. 0.4 0 0 0.4 8.2 1.9 0 0

C

MODE

12

76 75 74 75 76 139 120 117
AVERAGE 76 75.3 74.3 75 76 139.1 120 117
VARIANCE 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.2 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0.4 0.4 0 0 0.5 0 0

C

MODE

10

73 71 72 75 88 114 99 96
AVERAGE 72.8 71 72 75.3 93.6 109.3 99.8 96
VARIANCE 0.2 0 0 0.2 120.2 31.7 1.0 0
STD. DEV. 0.4 0 0 0.4 11.0 5.6 1.0 0

C 8

MODE 73 72 75 78 8 6 99 82 78
AVERAGE 73 72 74.8 77.6 86.7 99 82 78
VARIANCE 0 0 0.3 0.2 8 . 1 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0.6 0.5 COCM 0 0 0

C 6

MODE 75 74 75 87 63 64 61 60
AVERAGE 75 74.2 75 85.9 63 63 61 59.7
VARIANCE 0 0.1 0 9.2 0 1 0 0.2
STD. DEV. 0 0.4 0 3.0 0 1 0 0.5
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C 4
MODE' 76 75 47 45 44 42 41 40
AVERAGE 76 75 47 45 44 42 41 40
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table Al.5: Summary Values from Concave Corner Experiment
Parallel Approach Line D

Temperature - 84°F(28.9°C)
Humidity = 54%
Elevation = 7500 ft 
Pressure = 22.75 in Hg 
Height of Sensors - 4 ft

SENSOR RANGE READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SURVEYED SENSOR NUMBER

ROW DIST. TO
WALL(ft) 0 1 2

D 12

MODE 106 104 104
AVERAGE 106 104 104
VARIANCE 0.3 0 0
STD. DEV. 0.6 0 0

D 10

MODE 103 101 102
AVERAGE 103 101 102
VARIANCE 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0

D 8

MODE 104 102 105
AVERAGE 103.8 102 105.3
VARIANCE 0.2 0 0.7
STD. DEV. 0.4 0 0.8

D 6

MODE 105 106 107
AVERAGE 105 106 105.6
VARIANCE 0 0 22.1
STD. DEV. 0 0 4.7

D 4

MODE 111 109 68
AVERAGE 111 109 68
VARIANCE 0 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0

3 4 5 6 7

118 151 173 121 120
116 146.7 180.1 121.3 120

16.3 104.2 510.4 0.4 0
4.0 10.2 22.6 0.6 0

103 115 111 99 98
106.3 119.3 111 99.2 98
31.7 93.9 0 0.1 0
5.6 9.7 0 0.4 0

129 93 82 80 79
129 93.1 84.7 80 79

0 0.1 6.6 0 0
0 0.3 2.6 0 0

63 65 61 59 59
63 64.3 61.2 59 59
0 1.7 0.1 0 0
0 1.3 0.4 0 0

45 45 44 41 40
45 45.5 43.8 41 40.1
0 0.8 0.2 0 0.1
0 0.9 0.4 0 0.3
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Table Al.6: Summary Values from Diagonal Approach
to a Concave Corner

Temperature = 84°F(28.9°C) 
Humidity = 54%
Elevation - 7500 ft 
Pressure = 22.75 in Hg 
Height of Sensor = 4.0 ft

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)

SURVEYED
DIST. TO SENSOR NUMBER
CORNER
(ft) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 14 93 93 94 95 108 97 97 96
AVE. 93 93 94 94.7 104.3 97.3 97 96
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0.2 19.7 0.2 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0.5 4.4 0.5 0 0

MODE 12 82 82 83 86 92 87 82 81
AVE. 82 82 83.3 86.1 92.6 87 82.5 81
VARIANCE 0 0 0.2 1.7 15.9 0 0.3 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0.5 1.3 4.0 0 0.5 0

MODE 10 70 69 70 71 73 74 69 68
AVE. 69.9 69.5 70 71 74.7 74 69 68.5
VARIANCE 0.1 0.3 0 0 6.6 0 0 0.3
STD. DEV. 0.3 0.5 0 0 2.6 0 0 0.5

MODE 8 54 53 54 55 58 58 57 57
AVE. 54 53 54 55 58 58 57.1 57
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0

MODE 6 40 41 42 43 47 45 45 44
AVE. 40 41 42 43.3 46.9 45.1 45 44
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0.5 0.3 0.3 0 0

MODE 4 29 29 29 32 32 33 31 31
AVE. 29 29 29 31.8 32.1 32.5 31.3 31
VARIANCE 0 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0
STD. DEV. 0 0 0 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0
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Table Al.7: Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
0 Degree Measurement Line

Temperature = 520F(11°C)
Humidity = 62%
Elevation = 7700 ft 
Pressure = 22.52 in Hg 
Sensor height - 4 ft

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 0 255.0 255.0 104.0 65.0 55.0 50.0 48.0 50.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 104.0 65.0 55.0 50.0 48.0 49.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 1 255.0 255.0 98.0 77.0 51.0 49.0 48.0 49.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 97.7 76.6 51.0 49.0 48.0 49.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 2 255.0 255.0 255.0 73.0 61.0 47.0 48.0 50.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 255.0 73.0 61.0 47.0 48.0 50.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 3 255.0 255.0 255.0 64.0 59.0 54.0 44.0 45.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 255.0 63.5 59.0 54.0 44.0 45.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 4 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 56.0 53.0 54.0 48.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 56.0 53.0 54.0 48.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 5 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 53.0 51.0 49.0 54.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 53.1 51.0 49.0 54.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 6 255.0 255.0 249.0 255.0 255.0 52.0 49.0 49.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 249.0 255.0 255.0 52.0 48.8 49.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.

0
7
2
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table Al.7 (cont'd): Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
0 Degree Measurement Line

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

ROSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 7 255.0 250.0 229.0 233.0 255.0 255.0 83.0 51.0
AVERAGE 255.0 250.0 229.1 233.0 255.0 255.0 83.4 51.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0

MODE 8 22.0 229.0 216/217 214.0 242.0 255.0 255.0 68.0
AVERAGE 23.2 212.9 215.3 213.6 242.0 255.0 255.0 68.0
VARIANCE 2.6 3775.7 3.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 1.6 61.4 1.8 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table Al.8: Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
45 Degree Measurement Line

Temperature = 52° F(11° C)
Humidity = 62%
Elevation = 7700 ft 
Pressure = 22.52 in Hg 
Sensor height = 4 ft

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 0 255.0 255.0 114.0 76.0 78.0 92.0 113.0 165
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 114.0 76.0 77.9 92.0 113.3 164
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.8 0
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.9 0

MODE 1 246.0 255.0 255.0 64.0 63.0 73.0 89.0 118
AVERAGE 248.3 255.0 255.0 64.0 63.0 73.0 89.0 118
VARIANCE 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
STD. DEV. 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

MODE 2 224.0 255.0 255.0 86.0 53.0 54.0 71.0 92
AVERAGE 223.9 255.0 255.0 102.8 53.0 54.0 71.0 92
VARIANCE 0.1 0.0 0.0 2574.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
STD. DEV. 0.3 0.0 0.0 50.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

MODE 3 206.0 236.0 255.0 255.0 56.0 48.0 48.0 71
AVERAGE 205.6 235.2 255.0 255.0 56.0 48.0 48.0 71
VARIANCE 00o 6.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
STD. DEV. 0.9 2.5 0.0 oo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

MODE 4 183.0 203.0 255.0 255.0 110.0 54.0 47.0 45
AVERAGE 183.0 203.6 255.0 255.0 110.0 54.0 47.0 45
VARIANCE 0.0 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
STD. DEV. 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

MODE 5 164.0 183.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 86.0 57.0 50
AVERAGE 164.2 183.0 254.7 255.0 255.0 86.0 57.0 50
VARIANCE 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
STD. DEV. 0.4 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

MODE 6 143.0 162.0 200.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 86.0 60
AVERAGE 142.9 162.3 200.6 255.0 255.0 223.4 84.8 59
VARIANCE 0.1 0.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 3994.2 5.8 0
STD. DEV. 0.3 0.5 1.2 0.0 0.0 63.2 2.4 0

0
8
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
1
3
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Table Al.8 (cont'd): Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
45 Degree Measurement Line

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 7 123.0 142.0 168/169 246.0 255.0 255.0 95.0 77.0
AVERAGE 123.0 141.3 168.8 246.0 255.0 255.0 95.0 77.0
VARIANCE 0.0 1.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 0.0 1.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MODE 8 104.0 115.0 150.0 217.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 98.0
AVERAGE 104.0 115.0 149.7 215.6 254.1 255.0 255.0 98.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.8 17.6 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.9 4.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

MODE 9 84.0 100.0 129/131 200.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 116.0
AVERAGE 84.0 100.0 130.6 206.9 247.8 255.0 255.0 115.9
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 2.8 271.9 167.8 0.0 0.0 0.5
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 1.7 16.5 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.7
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Table Al.9: Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
90 Degree Measurement Line

Temperature - 520F(11°C)
Humidity = 62%
Elevation = 7700 ft 
Pressure = 22.52 in Hg 
Sensor height - 4 ft

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 0 255.0 159.0 98.0 93.0 137.0 255.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 255.0 162.0 97.8 93.0 137.4 255.0 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.0 21.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 4. 6 0.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 1 255.0 255.0 86.0 79.0 86.0 255.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 255.0 190.1 86.1 78.8 84.8 255.0 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.0 2828.5 0.1 0.2 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 53.2 0.3 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 2 255.0 255.0 82.0 68.0 67.0 120.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 82.0 68.0 67.0 120.1 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.

MODE 3 255.0 255.0 86.0 60.0 55.0 57.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 86.5 60.0 55.0 57.0 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 4 255.0 255.0 84.0 61.0 49.0 49.0 53.0 255.
AVERAGE 255.0 255.0 84.0 60.6 49.0 49.0 53.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 5 255.0 255.0 255.0 68.0 51.0 46.0 48.0 51.
AVERAGE 252.3 255.0 248.1 68.0 51.0 45.5 48.0 51.
VARIANCE 31.6 0.0 428.5 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 5.6 0.0 20.7 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table Al.9 (cont'd): Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
90 Degree Measurement Line

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 6 255.0 255.0 255.0 133.0 57.0 49.0 44.0 43.0
AVERAGE 238.9 255.0 255.0 106.6 56.8 48.6 44.0 43.0
VARIANCE 213.9 0.0 0.0 1045.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 213.9 0.0 0.0 1045.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0

MODE 7 208.0 241.0 255.0 155.0 48.0 52.0 49.0 47.0
AVERAGE 221.2 242.1 255.0 167.2 48.0 52.0 49.0 47.0
VARIANCE 506.2 19.3 0.0 2027.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 22.5 4.4 0.0 45.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MODE 8 178.0 217.0 255.0 255.0 88.0 52.0 43.0 50.0
AVERAGE 178.6 217.0 254.7 255.0 87.8 52.0 43.0 50.2
VARIANCE 3.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2
STD. DEV. 1.8 0:0 0.5 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4
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Table Al.10: Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
135 Degree Measurement Line

Temperature =* 52°F( 11°C)
Humidity = 62%
Elevation = 7700 ft 
Pressure = 22.52 in Hg 
Sensor height - 4 ft

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT)
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 0 141.0 214.0 255.0 255.0 182.0 173.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 141.8 215.4 255.0 255.0 182.4 172.9 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 1.6 277.2 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.5 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 1.2 16.7 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.7 0.0 0.

MODE 1 160.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 158.0 153.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 160.0 250.3 255.0 255.0 158.0 153.0 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.0 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.0 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 2 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 144/145 138.0 255.0 255.
AVERAGE 219.6 252.7 255.0 255.0 144.8 138.0 255.0 255.
VARIANCE 1307.6 47.6 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 36.2 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 3 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 120.0 114.0 118.0 255.
AVERAGE 250.2 255.0 255.0 255.0 120.4 114.0 159.1 255.
VARIANCE 207.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 3941.5 0.
STD. DEV. 14.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 62.8 0.

MODE 4 200.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 103.0 95.0 96.0 255.
AVERAGE 200.1 255.0 255.0 255.0 103.0 95.0 96.0 255.
VARIANCE 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
STD. DEV. 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.

MODE 5 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 83.0 76.0 76.0 255.
AVERAGE 240.8 255.0 255.0 255.0 83.0 76.1 76.0 211.
VARIANCE 494.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 2838.
STD. DEV. 22.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 53.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
3
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Table Al.10 (cont'd): Summary Values from Convex Corner Experiment
135 Degree Measurement Line

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT) 
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MODE 6 255.0 255.0 255.0 97.0 65.0 59.0 58.0 63.0
AVERAGE 238.9 255.0 255.0 97.0 64.6 59.0 58.0 61.4
VARIANCE 243.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 2.6
STD. DEV. 15.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.6

MODE 7 235.0 255.0 255.0 74.0 47.0 39.0 39.0 40.0
AVERAGE 238.9 255.0 255.0 74.2 46.7 39.0 39.0 40.0
VARIANCE 64.3 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

MODE 8 234.0 251.0 255.0 53.0 35.0 23.0 22.0 23.0
AVERAGE 230.7 251.3 255.0 53.3 35.1 23.0 21.9 23.0
VARIANCE 104.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
STD. DEV. 10.2 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0
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Table Al.11: Summary Values from Intersection Experiment

Temperature = 790F(26°C)
Humidity = 54%
Elevation = 7500 ft 
Pressure = 22.75" Hg 
Sensor Height = 3.08 ft

SENSOR READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SENSOR

POSI-
TION 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

35' MODE 69.0 64.0 67.0 70.0 81.0 140.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 69.0 64.0 66.6 69.9 79.1 140.0 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 10.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.3 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

32' MODE 65.0 65.0 61.0 64.0 67.0 117.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 65.0 65.0 61.0 64.0 67.8 117.0 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

30' MODE 60.0 58.0 58.0 64.0 68.0 255.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 61.0 58.0 58.0 63.7 68.0 242.2 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 1474.6 0.0 0.0
STD.DEV. 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 38.4 0.0 0.0

28' MODE 56.0 56.0 56.0 61.0 74.0 88.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 56.0 56.0 56.0 61.0 74.0 88.0 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

26' MODE 58.0 58.0 58.0 60.0 76.0 114.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 58.0 58.0 58.0 60.0 76.0 114.0 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

24' MODE 60.0 60.0 63.0 65.0 69.0 119.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 60.0 60.0 62.2 65.1 69.0 118.6 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0

22' MODE 62.0 61.0 61.0 63.0 81.0 255.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 62.0 61.0 61.0 63.0 0.6 197.0 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 5050.8 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 71.1 0.0 0.0
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Table Al.11 (cont'd): Summary Values from Intersection Experiment

POSI
TION

SENSOR READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SENSOR

4

20' MODE 61.0 60.0 61.0 62.0 64.0 65.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 61.0 60.0 61.0 62.9 64.0 65.0 253.9 251.7
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.9 47.6
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 3.3 6.9

18' MODE 61.0 60.0 61.0 64.0 64.0 81.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 61.0 60.0 61.0 64.2 64.0 81.0 249.6 247.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 262.4 301.0
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 16.2 17.3

16' MODE 63.0 60.0 60.0 61.0 63.0 255.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 63.0 60.0 60.0 61.0 63.3 249.5 249.5 249.5
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 272.3 272.3 272.3
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5

14' MODE 59.0 57.0 58.0 59.0 60.0 255.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 59.0 57.0 58.0 59.0 60.0 253.9 255.0 241.7
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.9 0.0 100.4
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 0.0 10.0

12' MODE 59.0 56.0 56.0 59.0 74.0 255.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 59.0 56.0 55.8 58.7 176.5 250.8 245.7 233.6
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 7067.5 70.8 281.2 358.4
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5 84.1 8.4 16.8 18.9

10' MODE 56.0 57.0 59.0 60.0 61.0 255.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 56.0 57.0 59.0 59.7 119.2 249.6 249.6 249.5
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 7903.6 262.4 262.4 272.3
STD. DEV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 88.9 16.2 16.2 16.5

8' MODE 62.0 63.0 63.0 255.0 255.0 200.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 62.0 63.6 63.5 161.7 244.3 207.3 249.6 249.5
VARIANCE 0.0 0.4 0.9 8707.4 458.4 257.2 262.4 272.3
STD. DEV 0.0 0.7 0.9 93.3 21.4 16.0 16.2 16.5

6 ' MODE 68.0 70.0 70.0 72.0 201.0 188.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 68.0 69.4 96.2 152.9 199.7 188.4 239.4 234.8
VARIANCE 0.0 0.4 2693.8 4627.9 18.4 3.0 455.2 705.2
STD. DEV 0.0 0.7 51.9 68.0 4.3 1.7 21.3 26.6
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Table Al.11 (cont'd): Summary Values from Intersection Experiment

SENSOR READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SENSOR

POSI
TION

4' MODE 80.0 255.0 202.0 255.0 170.0 174.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 80.1 242.5 212.1 235.8 170.0 173.6 246.1 243.2
VARIANCE 0.3 309.7 970.9 914.4 0.4 0.2 277.7 589.4
STD. DEV 0.5 17.6 31.2 30.2 0.6 0.5 16.7 24.3

2' MODE 255.0 255.0 255.0 255.0 153.0 156.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 240.9 247.6 215.9 238.0 153.0 155.8 249.7 244.3
VARIANCE 288.7 283.8 1192.1 1195.2 1.8 0.4 252.8 854.0
STD. DEV 17.0 16.8 34.5 34.6 1.3 0.6 15.9 29.2

0' MODE 255.0 255.0 200.0 145.0 143.0 145.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 233.4 248.0 203.7 183.8 142.6 145.4 247.2 231.8
VARIANCE 369.4 75.6 770.2 1682.2 0.2 0.6 288.4 472.8
STD. DEV 19.2. 8.7 27.8 41.0 0.5 0.8 17.0 21.7

-2' MODE 255.0 255.0 201.0 131.0 126.0 129.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 252.4 252.9 206.9 131.3 125.7 139.5 252.9 252.8
VARIANCE 60.8 39.7 1096.9 0.8 0.4 115.5 39.7 43.6
STD. DEV 7.8 6.3 33.1 0.9 0.6 10.7 6.3 6. 6

-4' MODE 255.0 255.0 116.0 117.0 114.0 132.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 242.9 247.5 177.2 116.4 114.0 134.4 249.7 245.2
VARIANCE 424.9 436.3 3144.6 0.8 0.0 18.6 252.8 434.0
STD. DEV 20.6 20.9 56.1 0.9 0.0 4.3 15.9 20.8

-6' MODE 255.0 255.0 105.0 103.0 102.0 127.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 249.9 252.4 109.1 102.9 101.8 125.0 249.6 246.0
VARIANCE 23.3 15.8 25.5 0.1 0.4 8.2 262.4 278.6
STD. DEV 4.8 4.0 5.0 0.3 0.6 2.9 16.2 16.7

-8' MODE 255.0 255.0 91.0 89.0 91.0 131.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 246.9 253.0 92.4 89.0 92.2 131.4 255.0 253.0
VARIANCE 98.5 36.0 6.0 0.0 2.6 0.2 0.0 36.0
STD. DEV 9.9 6.0 2.5 0.0 1.6 0.5 0.0 6.0

-10'MODE 255.0 102.0 81.0 81.0 88.0 118.0 255.0 255.0
AVERAGE 242.7 102.8 81.3 81.2 86.6 119.3 255.0 255.0
VARIANCE 299.6 2.0 0.2 0.2 4.6 39.8 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV 17.3 1.4 0.5 0.4 2.2 6.3 0.0 0.0
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Table Al.11 (cont'd): Summary Values from Intersection Experiment

SENSOR READINGS (in 0.1 ft) 
SENSOR

POSI
TION

-12'MODE 
AVERAGE 
VAR.
STD. DEV

-14'MODE 
AVERAGE 
VARIANCE 
STD. DEV

-16'MODE 
AVERAGE 
VARIANCE 
STD. DEV

-18'MODE 
AVERAGE 
VARIANCE 
STD. DEV

- 20'MODE 
AVERAGE 
VARIANCE 
STD. DEV

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

90 .0 81 .0 74 .0 77 .0 78 .0 100 .0 255 .0 255 .0
139 .4 80 .4 74 .0 77 .0 78 .3 112 .0 255 .0 252 .0

5727 .2 1 .4 0..0 0 .0 0 .2 146 .0 0 .0 43 .2
75 .7 1 .2 0,.0 0 .0 0 .5 12 .1 0 .0 6 .6

73 .0 72 .0 70..0 73 .0 76 .0 108 .0 255 .0 255 .0
75 .8 72 .0 70,.0 73 .0 79 .8 109 .4 249 .6 247 .9
26 .4 0 .0 0..0 0,.0 20,.0 15,.0 262 .4 453.,7
5 .1 0 .0 0,.0 0,.0 4,.5 3 .9 16,.2 21..3

70 .0 67,.0 67..0 69,.0 73..0 131..0 255..0 255.,0
70 .1 67,.0 67..0 69 ,.0 74..3 123..1 246..9 243,.1
0 .1 0,.0 0..0 0..0 3..2 141..1 190.,9 190.. 7
0,. 3 0..0 0..0 0..0 1..8 11..9 13.,8 13..8

66,.0 64.,0 65..0 68..0 74..0 115..0 255..0 255.,0
66..0 64.,1 65.,0 68..0 73..1 114..8 240. 8 236. 4
0.,0 0..1 0..0 0..2 3.,7 0..4 497 .2 587..0
0..0 0.,3 0.,0 0.,4 1.,9 0..6 22. 3 24..2

65.,0 64..0 63. 0 67..0 79..0 103..0 204. 0 255..0
65.,0 64.,0 63. 0 67.,1 78..1 103.,5 224. 1 248. 2
0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 1 9. 3 1. 5 637. 3 273. 2
0. 0 0.,0 0. 0 0.,3 3..0 1. 2 25. 2 16. 5
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Table Al.12: Summary Values from Second Concave Corner Experiment

Temperature = 84°F(28.9°C)
Humidity = 54%
Elevation = 7500 ft 
Pressure = 22.75 in Hg 
Sensor height = 4 ft

(Position in feet from corner of framework)

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT) 
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION L 2 3 4 5 6 7

11 ft

MODE 90 .0 93 .0 104,.0 120 .0 98 .0 91..0 84,.0
AVERAGE 90 .0 93..0 103..6 120..2 98 .0 90..8 84..0
VARIANCE 0 .0 0..0 0..6 0..2 0 .0 0..2 0..0
STD. DEV. 0 .0 0..0 0..8 0..4 0 .0 0..4 0..0

10 ft

MODE 84 .0 86.,0 94..0 110..0 92,.0 83..0 77..0
AVERAGE 84 .4 86..0 94..0 110..6 92..0 83.,0 77..0
VARIANCE 0 .6 0..0 0..0 1..6 0..0 0..0 0..0
STD. DEV. 0 .8 0..0 0..0 1..3 0,.0 0..0 0..0

8 ft

MODE 71,.0 70..0 79 .0 91..0 75,.0 69..0 64,.0
AVERAGE 71..0 70..0 79,.0 91..9 75..0 69,.0 64,,0
VARIANCE 0..0 0..0 0,.0 0..8 0..0 0..0 0.,0
STD. DEV. 0,.0 0..0 0,.0 0..9 0..0 0..0 0,,0

6 ft

MODE 55..0 59..0 65..0 75..0 62.,0 56,,0 55..0
AVERAGE 55.,0 59..0 65..0 74..9 62,.0 56 ,.0 54,.7
VARIANCE 0..0 0..0 0,.0 0.. 1 0.,0 0..0 0,.2
STD. DEV. 0..0 0..0 0..0 0..3 0..0 0..0 0,.5
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Table Al.12 (Cont'd): Summary Values from Second
Concave Corner Experiment

SENSOR READINGS (IN 0.1 FT) 
SENSOR NUMBER

POSI-
TION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4

MODE

ft

45.0 47.0 52.0 58.0 49.0 44.0 42.0
AVERAGE 45.0 47.0 52.0 58.0 49.0 44.0 42.1
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3

2

MODE

ft

32.0 33.0 37.0 39.0 35.0 31.0 30.0
AVERAGE 32.0 33.0 36.7 39.0 34.7 31.0 30.0
VARIANCE 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
STD. DEV. 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0



Appendix 2 
Proposed Design of 

Semi-Autonomous LHD System
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This proposal examines the semi-autonomous operation of 
a Caterpillar-814, 5 cubic yard, diesel powered, load-haul- 
dump unit (LHD) at AMAX1s Henderson Mine in Empire, Colorado 
(Figures A2.1 and A2.2). This specific application was 
chosen so the sensor needs of an underground semi-autonomous 
machine could be more clearly identified. Additional infor
mation on ultrasonic sensors and guidance methods is con
tained in the previous chapters of the thesis.

The Henderson Mine
The Henderson Mine is a large scale, underground, 

continuous panel (modified block) caving operation producing 
about 3 5,000 tons of molybdenum ore per day. Diesel powered 
load-haul-dump units are used to transport development and 
production muck to orepasses. From the orepasses, it is 
transferred to the main rail haulage level for shipment to 
the mill. The drift size in the mine varies from 12 x 12 
feet for undercut drifts and ramps to a maximum of 17 x 17 
feet for some ventilation drifts. Further information on 
the Henderson Mine can be found in The Underground Mining 
Methods Handbook [Doepken, 1982].

Load-Haul-Dumps
LHD1s are front end loaders that have been modified for 

the rugged conditions normally found in underground mines.
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The latest LHD1s designed to replace the Cat 814's cost over 
US$300,000. These machines are rubber tired vehicles with 
articulated frames for quick steering and high maneuverabil
ity. The mucking is usually a repetitive operation, with 
trams of a few feet to several thousand feet. Utilization 
of these expensive loaders is limited to a maximum of 6.5 
hours per shift because of operator travel time and lunch 
breaks. Actual production hours are much lower since opera
tors need to take breaks from the boredom and fatigue of 
continuous operation. Therefore, automation of these ma
chines can be a great economic advantage to mine operators.

The first step in LHD automation is to assemble a 
sensor suite to replace as many of the normal operator 
capabilities and functions as possible. Systems must be 
developed to analyze data and make decisions when problems 
are encountered. Algorithms need to be devised to control 
normal load, haul, and dump operations. These systems can 
be divided into machine health and operation subsystems.
The entire system must be safely and effectively adapted to 
the existing mine environment.
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Figure A2.1: Caterpillar 814 LHD.
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Figure A2.2: Elevation drawing of Cat 814.
[after Wagner Equipment]
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Machine Health
Any machine is subject to failure, especially when 

operating in such a severe environment. The cost of these 
failures can be enormous. Human operators can sense small 
variations in a machine’s operating characteristics ; vibra
tions, heat, odors, etc. The sensor suite must emulate
these capabilities as closely as possible, and should be
matched with on-board diagnostic systems.

On-board sensors will be required to monitor the fol
lowing:

1) Engine
- oil temperature
- oil pressure
- coolant temperature
- coolant flow
- fuel level
- fuel consumption rate
- RPM
- vibration
- turbo-charger/exhaust temperature
- air filter

2) Electrical
- charging system voltage/amperage
- warning and headlight operation

3) Hydraulics
- pressure
- flow
- oil condition
- oil level in tank
- oil temperature
- cylinder pressures
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4) Service and Emergency Brakes
- position of calipers
- system air pressure
- fluid level

5) Tires
- air pressure

6) Transmission/Torque Converter
- oil temperature
- oil level
- oil flow
- oil condition
- gear shift position

7) Miscellaneous
- broken drive lines or axles
- on-board fire detection and control

The sensors are, for the most part, self explanatory. 
Some are simple on/off switches that indicate the existence 
of a condition such as coolant flow. Others such as fluid 
level sensors or temperature sensors provide a continuous 
analog output that must be converted to digital form before 
it can be used by a computer.

Oil condition can be checked by sensors that detect 
metal particle and water content. Air and oil filters can 
be checked by measuring the pressure differential across the 
filter. Broken axles or drive shafts can be detected by 
comparing the output speed of the transmission to the input 
speed to the wheels, and by proximity sensors that are 
activated if the drive shaft moves out of position.

Data from the sensors is sent to the health module of
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the on-board computer. The health module will carry out low 
level processing, then pass the information to a higher 
level on-board processor. The high level processor, which 
could possibly include an expert system, can analyze the 
data and perform diagnostics. If problems are encountered, 
the information can be sent by radio link to a remote com
puter for further processing or recording.

The sensors and on-board diagnostic system are combined 
to protect the machine from sudden failures and poor operat
ing conditions and to warn of impending failures or needed 
service. Readers interested in further information on ma
chine health systems and sensors are referred to Baiden 
[1987 and 1988], World Mining [1986 and 1990], Berzonsky 
[1988], Mitchell [1988], and Elmacci and Richards [1989].

Machine Operation
Additional sensors, actuators, and control systems are 

needed to control LHD tasks such as mucking, tramming, and 
dumping. These tasks involve functions such as hydraulic 
cylinder positioning, throttle and brake actuation, and 
identification of obstacles.

The sensor/actuator suite for machine operation would 
be similar to the following:

- velocity/position transducers for all 
hydraulic cylinders.
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- range sensors for navigation, object detec
tion, and pitch/yaw calculations.

- actuators for transmission shift, 
bucket controls, brakes, and throttle.

- load sensors for bucket.
- clinometers to determine attitude 

of LHD.
- wheel encoders for position dead reckoning 

and wheel slip information.
- drift mounted location beacons.

This combination of sensors will allow the mucker to 
carry out its loading and dumping functions while navigating 
through the usual drift features.

Machine Start-Up. Before allowing engine start-up, the 
machine must run through a checklist to make sure it is in 
good condition. After start-up, it must reach operating 
temperature and proper oil and air pressures before moving. 
This checklist mimics the procedures now followed by the 
operators.

The machine must begin operation by determining its 
location based on the last recorded location sensors and 
encoder information, or supervisor input. The supervisor 
also assigns the machine's first task: load, tram, or dump. 
The LHD then must plan a path and navigate to its goal 
through straight and curved drifts and intersections. It 
must also check for obstacles as it travels.
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Manual Loading. There are two types of mucking done at 
Henderson : development and production. Development mucking 
is performed as drifts are advanced. With each round 
blasted, the muck pile is in a new position with respect to 
the world coordinates of the mine. The muck is relatively 
uniform in size and, therefore, easy to handle. However, 
the sequence of events to complete the task is more complex.

The LHD operator first cleans up any fly rock as he 
approaches the muck pile. To get a full dipper of muck, he 
rolls the bucket down until the downward force on the bucket 
just starts to lift the LHD. With the mucker in first gear, 
he accelerates at full throttle into the muckpile, gradually 
rolling the bucket up as headway is lost.

By the time the bucket is in the full rollback posi
tion, it is usually full of muck and the operator will 
change direction and tram to the dump pocket, which can be 
up to one thousand feet away. If the bucket is not full, he 
will repeat the loading procedure. The operator will enter 
the muckpile on alternate sides as each bucket of muck is 
taken. The final tasks are cleanup at the face and road 
building.

Production mucking is much more repetitive, with short 
trams and less complex tasks. The broken ore from the cave 
area flows into drawpoints that are located on forty foot
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centers. The drawpoints themselves are just wide enough to 
allow the mucker to enter (Figures A2.3, A2.4, and A2.5).

As the LHD turns to enter the drawpoint, the bucket is 
rolled down until it just begins to take some of the weight 
off the front axle. The operator checks the muck pile for 
oversize rock or other debris that should be removed. As 
the mucker loses headway into the muckpile, the bucket is 
rolled back up. Once the bucket is full, it is shaken to 
knock off excess muck, then the mucker reverses direction 
and trams to the dump pocket, which is usually within 150 
feet.

Automatic Loading. To carry out these mucking opera
tions autonomously, the LHD can use information from many of 
its sensors. Range sensors can give information on rib and 
muckpile location.
Wheel encoders and engine rpm sensors can tell the machine 
its progress into the muckpile and whether the wheels are 
slipping.

When the wheel encoders show the wheel speed has 
dropped to near zero while engine RPM is still high, the 
computers can order the bucket to roll up a small amount. 
This will allow further penetration of the muck pile. The 
process can be repeated until the bucket is in the full 
roll-back position.
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Figure A2.3 : Henderson production drift layout.
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Figure A2.4 : Typical drawpoint at Henderson.
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Figure A2.5: Henderson production level layout
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If the muck is too heavy for the machine to lift, the 
back end of the mucker may lift off the ground causing the 
wheels to spin. Range sensors mounted at the back end of 
the loader and pointed at the floor can be used to check for 
this condition. Combined with wheel encoder information, 
they can warn the computer to roll the bucket down to regain 
traction.

Once the bucket is in the full roll-back position, the 
bucket load sensors can be checked for an expected weight. 
The bucket might be checked for oversize rocks or other 
materials that project more than a certain distance above 
the bucket by using range sensors. If the bucket shows a 
clean, full load, the bucket is rolled quickly a small 
amount down and back up to shake off any loose muck that 
otherwise might fall on the roadway. The loader then backs 
away from the muck pile and resumes straight drift naviga
tion. If the bucket does not show a full load, the mucker 
backs away from the muckpile and repeats the loading proc
ess .

Methods of identifying oversize rock in a muckpile 
(rocks larger than 3 ft x 3 ft) might include video or scan
ning laser. Both methods are expensive, require extensive . 
processing, and may not be reliable (in their present de
signs) for underground mine use.
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Another approach would put grizzlies over each orepass. 
The LHD1s would be free to deliver any size rock to the dump 
pocket. Autonomous rock breakers mounted on robotic arms 
could be used to reduce any oversize rocks delivered to the 
orepass.

When the LHD approaches a muck pile it must be able to 
recognize that it is indeed the muckpile and not just an 
object in the drift. Probably the easiest way to accurately 
identify a development muckpile is with a drift mounted 
transponder or beacon. These units could be hung temporari
ly after the round has been blasted and checked. At Hender
son, this could be done during the rock-bolting sequence 
following blasting.

Production mucking requires accurate identification of 
the drawpoints for draw control purposes. The daily tonnage 
pulled from each drawpoint is based on the total amount of 
ore available and prior production. Each drawpoint could be 
identified by a transponder, but the number of transponders 
needed would be excessive.

An alternative would allow the LHD to accurately iden
tify its location in the drift and match the location to a 
map that identifies the drawpoints. For instance, each 
drawpoint centerline could be marked with a material that 
could be identified and differentiated from rock by the
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ultrasonic rangers. A piece of foam, timber, or rubber 
would have a far different reflection when compared to the 
reflection from rock. The difference in echo waveforms 
might be recognizable. Each centerline marker could be 
counted as the LHD moves, and the mucker could identify its 
location and the number of the adjacent drawpoints.

At Henderson, because of its repetitive drawpoint 
layout and favorable environment, it may be easier to have 
the mucker maintain an accurate record of its location using 
a form of wire-line guidance that provides location informa
tion only.

In this instance, the antenna loop would consist of 10 
or 12 AWG wire with a constant AC voltage applied. The legs 
of the loop would be two to four feet apart and would cross 
each other every few yards. A set of antennas on the mucker 
could sense the phase change every time the transmitting 
antenna wires crossed each other (Figure A2.6).

The mucker could then accurately check its linear 
location in the drift based on direction of travel and the 
number of phase changes, and be able to identify drawpoints 
by comparing its known location to its on-board map. This 
method of location tracking has been successfully applied on 
the Bay Area Rapid Transit and Vancouver SkyTrain automatic 
train control systems [Hari, 1987].
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Figure A2.6: LHD location system using inductive antenna.

Other methods of locating the LHD include dead- 
reckoning, using wheel revolutions to calculate distance 
traveled, or laser location. Lasers can provide accurate 
location, but are expensive to purchase and maintain. Dead- 
reckoning is inaccurate due to the normal wheel slip of 
articulated vehicles. Bar code targets are another possi
bility, but are difficult to keep clean in a mine.

Automated Dumping. In the development areas, the muck 
dump-pocket is usually at an intersection. This intersec
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tion could again be identified by drift mounted transpon
ders , and a path through the intersection to the dump-pocket 
might be planned using the digital mine map, range sensors, 
and location sensors.

As the LHD approaches the dump point, location informa
tion from any of several methods might identify the point to 
drop to first gear and begin raising the bucket. As the 
bucket is raised, three more range sensors could come into 
operation. One, mounted on the bucket lift arm and aimed at 
the back, would ensure clearance to raise the bucket.

Two more could be mounted on the front axle looking 
ahead and at slight angles horizontally off center. These 
would be used to get accurate range readings to the dump- 
pocket bumper-block (wall). Triangulation on the bumper- 
block ensures that the mucker is approaching squarely.

The mucker would not be allowed to approach the bumper 
block until the bucket is raised high enough to clear and it
is verified that the orepass has room to accept the muck.
Then the mucker could approach the bumper at creep speed and 
apply the clutch-brake just as the front tires make contact 
with it.

The controller could then increase RPM to maximum and 
roll the bucket down to dump the muck. The bucket would be
shaken once and then rolled back up. The loader could then
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back away from the dump-pocket and lower the bucket to the 
tram position. It would then set its goal for the loading 
point and begin its tram back to that point.

Production dump-pockets are located at the edge of the 
production drift (Figure A2.7) and have drawpoints on all 
sides. They also tend to be smaller than development dump- 
pockets and require far more accurate positioning. The 

location of the mucker would have to be accurately known, 
and would most likely be based on the same method used to 
locate and identify drawpoints.

Figure A 2 .7 : Typical dump pocket at the Henderson Mine.
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Drift Navigation. Machine navigation is one of the 
more interesting challenges to autonomous operation. Guid
ance systems can range from the very complex and expensive, 
such as laser or video imaging, to the cheaper and more 
simple methods such as wall following or paint stripe guid
ance .

Most automatically guided vehicles (AGV's) navigate by 
tracking a wire-line, paint stripe, or by following a wall 
or track [Saint-Amant, et al, 1988]. They operate at low 
speeds in highly structured factory or office environments 
that are less harsh than a mine. Autonomous land vehicles 
can operate in an unknown, unstructured environment, but 
require complex guidance methods and a lot of computing 
power.

The guidance method chosen for the LHD must be reliable 
under typical mine conditions, flexible, simple to maintain, 
and relatively inexpensive. These requirements seem to 
eliminate laser ranging and video imaging until the cost, 
computing power, and time required to analyze data is re
duced. Therefore other methods of machine guidance need to 
be considered.

Paint stripe guided machines are fitted with optical 
detectors that can follow lines painted on the floor, ribs, 
or back. It is a simple method that has been tested under-
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ground [Granholm, et al, 1988], but optical systems That 
rely on reflection from a paint stripe do not seem appropri
ate for continuous use in the dirty and wet environment 
common in mines.

Wire-line guidance, which uses signals from an induc
tive loop antenna to guide the vehicle, has been successful
ly applied to rubber tired mining vehicles [Amdahl, 1972, 
Laurila, 1989]. However, wire-lines placed in the roadway 
are difficult to maintain, must be relocated to allow a new 
task, and they prevent proper road care. Wire-lines have 
been used overhead for automatic train guidance, but they 
are subject to blasting or rock fall damage and interference 
from vent lines. Electrical interference from power lines 
can be another problem.

Great care must be taken when positioning a wire-line 
antenna to maintain good signal strength and prevent signal 
induction from outside sources. This method may be of 
value, though, when there will be very few changes in the 
machine's path or tasks, and when the operating environment 
is not too harsh.

A machine can follow walls for guidance if the environ
ment is highly structured. Range or tactile sensors are 
used to determine the position of the wall as the machine 
moves. Since the mine is a known, well mapped environment,
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range sensors can be used for wall following, and the posi
tion of cut-outs and intersections can be given to the 
machine through the on-board, computerized map for assist
ance in navigation.

Wall following should work well during normal drift 
traverses. However, when intersections, ramps, curves, dump 
pockets,or other navigation features are encountered addi
tional information is needed. Transponders might be placed 
at these locations to provide accurate location information 
(Figure A2.8). The transponders would be activated by a 
signal from the LHD, and would then send out a special coded 
signal that identifies its location.

A

I
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Figure A2.8: Location transponders positioned to identify an
intersection.
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An LHD that encounters and interrogates such a tran
sponder would be able to precisely determine its location by 
referencing the digital map for that area. A template 
matching process could then be used to compare rib range 
readings with the digital map. If the LHD knows its start
ing point and its goal, it should be able to plot a course 
through the area and then use its ranging sensors to safely 
traverse the route.

The ultimate goal of this autonomous LHD project 
should be to ascertain how to make a vehicle as independent 
and flexible.as possible. This requires autonomous naviga
tion and on-board decision making when difficulties are 
encountered. The sensors used to provide information for 
navigation should be simple, inexpensive, and reliable. The 
algorithms used for navigation should also be kept as simple 
as possible to improve operating speeds, reduce computa
tions, and maximize reliability and maintainability.

Curve Navigation. Navigation through a curve is simi
lar to straight drift navigation using wall following. In 
this instance, location transponders might identify the 
curve and the starting point of curvature. Once the curve 
is identified, and the appropriate map is called up, the 
radius of curvature is known and the machine can identify a
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safe navigation zone.
The computer could adjust the LHD's articulation angle 

to match the known curve radius. The region for safe navi
gation would be continuously adjusted to follow the curve.
As soon as the end of curve transponder is identified, the 
navigation will return to straight drift methods.

Intersections. When the loader approaches an intersec
tion its location might again be verified by the transpon
ders. In this case, the LHD must plan a path based on its 
ultimate goal (either the dump pocket or the loading point). 
Once the route is selected, the local map can be used to 
guide the loader along its chosen route. Turning points can 
be chosen based on wheel encoder information showing the 
distance traveled into the intersection.

The greatest difficulties in this situation will be 
maintaining clearance from the ribs and problem solving when 
corners cannot be negotiated. There is limited information 
from the range sensors when making a tight turn.

There are some intersections that cannot be negotiated 
by simply making a direct turn into the diverging drift.
The loader may have to go past the intersection, reverse 
direction, and approach the intersection again from the new 
direction. The machine should be able to make these deci
sions based on information from the on-board map and read-
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ings of rib range, corner location, and velocity.
When the vehicle is traveling through an intersection, 

the vehicle's articulation angle may cause difficulties in 
interpretation of range readings from the ultrasonic sensors 
will be more difficult. Readings from one side of the 
vehicle will be meaningless because the rangers will be 
gathering ranges from two walls (Figure A2.9).

The most useful information will be probably be provid
ed by the rangers that follow the near rib (the inside rib 
as the vehicle turns the corner). These rangers should be 
pointed nearly perpendicular to the rib through the turn, 
and should provide good range data. If the range informa
tion from these inside sensors is combined with detailed 
data on the corner (from the digital map and transponder 
locations), and the LHD's articulation angle, the vehicle 
should be able to navigate through the intersection.

Figure A2.9: LHD making turn through intersection.
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The machine may interpret some range readings to mean 
an intersection is approaching when it is only a small 
cutout. This problem can be solved by, again, matching 
range readings and estimated location to an on-board map, by 
identifying all cutouts with transponders, or by changing 
the navigation method.

In the last case, the LHD could again change to single 
rib navigation when the readings from one side greatly 
exceed the expected reading. The safe zone and center line 
could be determined by projecting previous readings and 
using the shorter current range readings as the rib line to 
be followed.

The on-board map combined with encoder information is 
probably the best method of handling this problem. The 
encoder information, while not precise, should be able to 
locate the mucker closely enough to identify large features, 
such as cutouts, on the computer map.

Shutdown. When ordered by its supervisor to shutdown, 
or when it completes its mucking assignment, the loader 
should go to a parking area, record its location, roll its 
bucket down to the floor, and idle until all operating 
temperatures and fluid pressures stabilize. The computer 
should then shut off fuel flow to the engine and shut off 
the main power supply. The only power to remain active
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would be to an on-board receiver, allowing remote start-up 
of the LHD.

If an unexpected shutdown occurs due to machine fail
ure, reserve power should be able to notify the supervisor 
of the vehicle's last known location and signal for assist
ance .

Obstacle Detection
Because of the design of the loader, obstacle detection 

is a more difficult problem. It will be much easier to mount 
obstacle sensors on the engine end of the LHD, so most 
tramming should be done with the engine in the lead to 
increase safety. Other difficulties arise when the mucker 
must traverse ramps or rough drifts.

The change in road grade at ramps means the obstacle 
ranging sensors will be receiving range readings from the 
floor or the back as they enter the field of view. In very 
rough drifts, the pitch and yaw of the loader changes con
stantly. The machine's obstacle range sensor's will be 
receiving range data from constantly varying sources. 
Intelligent, on-board computer systems should be able to 
understand this data based on the location of the LHD.

When the machine detects an obstacle that blocks its 
travel path, it needs to stop and attempt to identify the 
object. If the obstacle is not a danger to the LHD, it can
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proceed to its goal. If the LHD cannot identify the obsta
cle, it should contact its supervisor for further navigation 
instructions since it is usually impossible to drive around 
an obstacle in an underground mine.

Data Processing
Information processing will probably be divided into 

several levels. The lower level processors can interface 
with the sensors. Incoming data from all the sensors needs 
to be sorted and reduced in quantity. Only important infor
mation involving changes in condition should be passed on to 
the higher levels of processing. The higher levels can 
interpret the data, compare range data to an on-board map, 
develop navigation trajectories, and perform diagnostics.

The on-board computers and software should be carefully 
designed for real-time operation and control. The number of 
processing levels should be kept to a minimum for simplicity 
and economics. All components need to be in shock, dust, 
and water-proof enclosures. Heat and vibration effects on 
the components will also be a concern.

Communications
An important feature will be communications with a 

central station. The loader must notify the base in the 
event of any emergency conditions or maintenance problems.
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The most reliable way to accomplish this would be to run 
leaky coaxial cable (Radiax) through all the drifts and put 
in a series of repeater stations to handle radio communica
tions .

However, expense and maintenance requirements may 
dictate that flyby communications be used. Antennae would 
be mounted at locations throughout the work area. Whenever 
the mucker approaches one of these antennae (within several 
hundred feet), the loader would down-load information to the 
base station. If these antennae are close enough together, 
it might be possible to maintain constant communications.

Summary
Autonomous mining equipment such as the load-haul-dump 

unit described here can further increase productivity in 
mines. The technology to automate the equipment exists and 
is being refined and improved all the time. However, the 
technology needs to be adapted to the needs of the mining 
industry.

Machine availability and operating efficiency can be 
improved by using on-board sensors to monitor all systems. 
These senors can identify problems that could turn into 
catastrophic failures. Routine maintenance can be based on 
the actual needs of the machine rather than only on the
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number of hours of operation.
Autonomous navigation and on-board decision making will 

improve flexibility of the vehicles over those restricted to 
a fixed wire-line or paint stripe guidance system. Naviga
tion using range sensors for wall following and landmark 
recognition is a possibility. Combined with a method of 
accurate location, such as transponders, and a digital map, 
the LHD should be able to navigate the mine environment.
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Appendix 3 
Program for Sorting Data 

From Denning Ring
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The following program, Ultraran.pas, was written in Turbo Pascal 
by Dr. Robert H. King of the Colorado School of Mines, Mining Depart
ment, with assistance from William Strickland. The program accepts the 
output file from the Denning Ring, and converts it to points in a .dxf 
file that can be interpreted by Autocad.

( $R+)
Program UltraRange (input, output, InputFile, OutputFile);

{This program accepts data from a file generated by a moving 
Denning Ring and computes x,y positions of the objects that 
reflect the ultrasonic waves.)

var
StartX, StartY: real; {Denning Ring starting coordinates)
Vel: real; (Denning Ring velocity)
DeltaT: real; (Time interval between range readings)
Dist:real; (Distance that the Denning Ring moved during the test)

Procedure EnterTestParameters (var StartX, StartY, Vel, DeltaT: real);

(This procedure enters the information that describes the Denning 
Ring setup and calculates the total number of readings.)

Begin
writeln ('Enter the starting x coordinate of the Denning Ring 

[0].'); 
readln (StartX);
writeln ('Enter the starting y coordinate of the Denning Ring 

[0].'); 
readln (StartY);
writeln ('Enter the velocity of the Denning Ring in ft/sec 

[0 .8].'); 
readln (Vel);
writeln ('Enter the time interval in sec. between range readings 

[0.075].'); 
readln (DeltaT);

End; (EnterTestParameters)
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Procedure ReadAndWriteThreeLines(reading: integer;
InputFileName, OutputFileName: string ; 
var ch: char ;
var InputFile, OutputFile: text);

{This procedure reads the characters and range values in the 3 
lines of the input file that contain data from all 24 sensors.
It writes the range readings to a file of 1 reading of 24 
sensors per row.}

type RangeArray-array [1..200, 1..25] of integer;

var Range: RangeArray; {Range readings extracted from the Denning
file and read to OutputFile} 

sensor : integer ; { each column in the new range array is
for a sensor. Each row is a reading.} 

LineNumber: integer ; {Represents the 3 lines of sensor data per
reading.}

First, Last : integer ; {The numbers of the first and last
sensors in the three lines.)

Begin
First :-1;{the first sensor number in the line)
Last:-8; (the last sensor number in the line)
LineNumber : =-1 ;
while (LineNumber<-3) and not (eof(InputFile) or (ch='>')) 

do begin 
repeat

read (InputFile, ch); 
write (ch);

until (ch-']') or (ch='>') or eof(InputFile);
{] is the last character in the string that is to be 
omitted from the range array)

LineNumber:=LineNumber+l;
Sensor :-First ;
while (Sensor <- Last) and not eof(InputFile) and not 
(ch-'>')
do begin {read range values into OutputFile)

read (InputFile, Range [reading, sensor]); 
write (OutputFile, Range [reading, sensor]:4); 
writeln (Range [reading, 
sensor],',',reading,',', 
sensor);
sensor :-sensor+1; 

end;(while sensor <= Last)
First :=First+8;
Last :=Last+8 

end; (while LineNumber <= 3}
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End; {ReadAndWriteThreeLines}

Procedure ExtractRangeData;

{The Denning Ring writes range data via an RS232 link to a PC file.
This procedure removes initial characters from the file, for 
example [0-7], that identify the sensors, and writes the integer 
range values to the output file for further processing.}

var ch: char ; {character variable for reading the sensor identifiers
that are being removed from the range data.}

InputFile: text ; {the Denning Ring file of raw data}
OutputFile: text ; {the file of range values produced by this

procedure}
InputFileName: string[45];
OutputFileName:string[45];
reading:integer ; {each line in the new range array is a read

ing)

Begin
writeln ('Please enter the name of the file produced by the');
write ( 'Denning Ring that will be input to this program.»' ) ;
readln (InputFileName);
assign (InputFile, InputFileName);
reset (InputFile);
write ('What do you want to name the output file?»');
readln (OutputFileName);
assign (OutputFile, OutputFileName);
rewrite (OutputFile);
reading:-!;
ch:-' ';
while (not eof (InputFile)) and (not (ch-'>')) do begin

ReadAndWriteThreeLines(reading, InputFileName, OutputFile
Name ,

ch, InputFile, OutputFile);
writeln (OutputFile); 
reading :-reading+1 

end; {while not eof) 
close (InputFile); 
close (OutputFile); 

end; {ExtractRangeData)

Begin
StartX:-0.0; StartY:=0.0; Vel:=0.8 ; DeltaT:-0.075 ; 
EnterTestParameters (StartX, StartY, Vel, DeltaT);
ExtractRangeData;

End.
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Appendix 4 
Sample Calculations for 

Range Prediction
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The following is a sample of the calculations made for 
the range reading predictions in chapter 5. The process 
begins graphically by projecting a 17° field of view to the 
surveyed rib (figure A4.1). The edge of the FOV projection 
that intersects the rib first is used as a rotation point, 
and also, as the initial, predicted range. A plane is 
projected from this rotation point, perpendicular to the 
sensor axis.

Next, any surveyed rib points that fall within the 
region of the FOV are projected onto the plane. If the 
distance "A" (the distance from the known survey point to 
the projection plane) is positive, the point is farther from 
the ultrasonic transducer than the original rotation point. 
If it is negative, the point is closer, and replaces the 
original rotation point as the predicted range reading.

Example:
10 foot point on diagonal approach to concave corner, 

axis at an angle of incidence of 15° to the shotcrete wall.

Figure A4.1: Second concave corner experiment. Framework,
survey points, surveyed rib, and sensor 2 field 
of view intersecting the rib are all shown.
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R o ta tio n  Point

S ensor Axis

Figure A4.2: Enlargement of figure A4.1 showing intersection
of FOV with rib.

R o ta tio n  Point 
(7L<x,y)

Fram e
x = distance from next higher survey point 
y = distance from survey frame

Figure A4.3: Similar triangles used to solve for A.
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Graphically, the distance from the transducer to the first 
intersection of an edge of the FOV with the rib is found to 
be 8.5 feet (All units in feet).

Known:
x = 0.395 
y = 1.724

Tan 15° = y/z
z = 6.434

x + z - 6.829

A) For measurement location 6:
B = 6.829 - 1.0 = 5.829 

Tan 15° = C/B
C = 1.562 
A = Cos 15°(d - C)
Where d = original rib measurement.

Survey Level Value of A
+24 inches 0.182
+12 inches 0.141

0 inches 0.182
-12 inches 0.222
-24 inches 0.222
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B) For measurement location 5:
B = 6.829 - 2 = 4.829

Tan 15° = C/B
C = 1.294

Survey Level Value of A
+24 0.481
+12 0.481

0 0.521
-12 0.521
-24 0.521

C) For measurement location 4:
B = 6.829 - 3 = 3.829

Tan 15° = C/B
C = 1.026

Survey Level Value of A
+24 0.780
+12 0.780

0 0.860
-12 0.860
-24 0.941

Since all values of A were positive, the original 
predicted range holds true.


